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Abstract

An initial iron (Fe) Boltzmann lidar was developed in winter 2000-2001 at Poker Flat 

Research Range (PFRR). This resonance lidar system supported Fe concentration 

measurements. An initial Fe Boltzmann temperature measurement was made in 

December 2000. This initial system was fundamentally limited by the 1 pm tuning 

resolution of the laser. During the winter of 2001-2002, a control system was developed 

to increase the resolution of the laser tuning to 0.09 pm. Fe concentration and Fe 

Boltzmann temperature measurements were made and an experimental analysis of the 

measurements was developed. This thesis presents lidar observations of the mesospheric 

Fe layer over these two winters, the principle of Boltzmann Fe lidar, the design and 

validation of the new laser tuning capability and the new temperature measurements. A 

complete error analysis is also presented. This full engineering analysis demonstrates 

that the tuning control system yields significant improvements in both the Fe 

concentration and temperature measurements.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Section 1.1: The Middle Atmosphere and Meteoric Metal Layer

The atmosphere is conventionally divided into the troposphere, stratosphere, 

mesosphere and thermosphere, based on the structure of the vertical temperature profile. 

The middle atmosphere is generally considered as the region from 10 km to 110 km, 

which includes the stratosphere, mesosphere and lower thermosphere [Wayne, 1985; 

Andrews et al., 1987]. There are a variety of interesting phenomena in this region, such 

as the ozone layer, airglow layers, noctilucent clouds, polar stratospheric clouds, meteoric 

metals layers, and the aurora. Figure 1.1 presents the temperature profile and the altitude 

distribution of these atmospheric phenomena. Among these phenomena, ozone plays an 

important role in the atmosphere. Ozone absorbs solar UV light (240-290 nm) and so 

protects the biosphere from UV exposure. With the absorption of UV radiation, the 

temperature of the stratosphere increases with increasing altitude to the stratopause, 

which has the highest temperature in the stratosphere. The stratosphere is quite stable 

because of this temperature structure. Above the stratopause is the mesosphere, where the 

UV absorption reduces. The temperature now decreases with increasing altitude up to the 

mesopause, which is the coldest place in the atmosphere. Above the mesopause, the 

temperature increases due to absorption of extreme UV light and solar particles [Wayne, 

1985],

Another interesting phenomenon is the meteoric metal layers, such as sodium (Na), 

iron (Fe), lithium (Li) and calcium (Ca), which exist around the mesopause region (~70 

km - 120 km). These metal elements exist as free atoms. The source of the meteoric metal 

layers is meteors. When a meteor strikes the atmosphere, it ablates by friction and 

appears to the ground-based observer as a shooting star. This meteoric input is 

approximately 44 tonnes per day [Hughes, 1978]. The spectroscopic characteristics of 

these atoms allow them to be used as trace target species for lidar (light detection and 

ranging) studies of the middle atmosphere.
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Temperature (K)

Figure 1.1: The atmosphere temperature profile and the altitude distribution of several 
atmospheric phenomena.

Section 1.2: Lidar Studies of the Middle Atmosphere

The study of the middle atmosphere has been challenging due to the limitations of 

high-resolution measurement methods. Balloon-borne and airborne instruments provide 

measurements up to 30 km, satellite-borne instruments yield measurements over 100 km. 

Radar can only make measurements where there is scattering media due to changes in the 

refractive index. Radar is usually used to make measurements up to 30 km where the 

refractive index varies with water vapor and above 60 km where the refractive index 

varies with ions and electrons. Rocket-bome instruments can provide very high- 

resolution measurements but these measurements are made intermittently. Their cost and 

complexity prevents ongoing routine sounding of the atmosphere.

After the laser was invented in 1960, a new remote sensing technology, called laser 

radar or lidar, was developed for middle and upper atmospheric study (see collection of
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milestone papers [Grant, 1997]). A diagram of the lidar system is shown in Figure 1.2. 

Laser pulses are transmitted into the atmosphere, and the laser light is scattered by 

different mechanisms (e.g. Rayleigh scattering, Raman scattering, Mie scattering, and 

resonance scattering). Some of these scattered photons are collected by the receiver 

telescope. The collected photons are measured and recorded by a photon detector (optic- 

electron converter) and a high-speed digital recorder.

J

Figure 1.2: A typical lidar system.
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The laser transmitters in lidar systems may operate at pulse repetition rates of 

anywhere from 0.1 Hz (e.g. ruby laser) to several thousand Hz (e.g. diode pumped solid- 

state lasers). Middle-atmosphere lidar systems typically operate between 10 to 100 Hz. 

This means the interval between laser pulses is between 100 to 10 ms. Thus, the systems 

yield measurement profiles that extend 1,500 to 15,000 km. In these studies we record the 

profile for 2 ms after the laser fires yielding a profile up to 300 km above the ground. The 

returning photons are counted at 150 MHz and the count is recorded at 500 ns. Thus the 

lidar yields a profile with 75 m resolution. Clearly, lidar systems are capable of making 

measurements at high temporal and spatial resolution. Lidar systems have yielded such 

high-resolution measurements of temperature, wind, cloud, water vapor, ozone and other 

atmospheric species [e.g. Measures, 1992],

In this thesis, we discuss Mie, Rayleigh and resonant scattering. Mie scattering 

arises when light is incident on particles. These particles are much larger than the 

wavelength of the light [van de Hulst, 1981]. Mie lidar systems are designed to exploit 

the characteristics of Mie scatter (e.g. wavelength sensitivity, polarization) and determine 

the characteristics of clouds and aerosol layers. Rayleigh scatter arises when light is 

incident on point scatterers that behave like small dipoles. This scattering has the famous 

X 4 dependence (where X is the wavelength of the light) and explains why the sky appears 

blue. Rayleigh lidar systems are designed to exploit the characteristics of Rayleigh scatter 

to measure the density of the atmosphere where there are no aerosols. The lidar 

measurement of density can be used to infer temperature using the ideal gas equation 

under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium and an estimate of the temperature at the 

highest altitude. For a recent discussion of the technique see the M.S. thesis by Laura 

Cutler [Cutler, 2000], An example of a Rayleigh lidar raw data profile is shown in Figure 

1.3. Resonant scattering arises where the energy of the incident photon matches an 

available energy transition in the atom or molecule. Resonant scattering is the most 

wavelength sensitive of all scattering mechanisms and is species specific. Resonance 

lidar systems are designed to exploit the characteristics of resonance scattering to detect 

minor species in the atmosphere. Most notably in the middle atmosphere are the
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resonance lidar systems that have been employed to study the meteoric metal layers. For 

a recent discussion of this technique see the M.S. thesis by Justin Breese [Breese, 2001]. 

An example of a resonance lidar raw data profile is shown in Figure 1.4. A full 

explanation of the raw lidar data will be given in Chapter 3.

Section 1.3: Lidar Studies at Poker Flat Research Range

In fall 1994, a Na resonance lidar system was installed at Poker Flat Research 

Range (PFRR) (65° N, 147° W). The lidar transmitter is a flashlamp-pumped dye laser. 

The laser is a model LFDL-1 of the Candela Laser Corporation, Bedford, MA. This 

simple but rugged system is capable of making measurements of the mesospheric Na 

concentration profile, but does not have the spectral precision to yield measurements of 

temperature and wind. This resonance lidar system is based on a portable University of 

Illinois system that had been deployed previously at the Amundsen-Scott South Pole 

station [Collins et al., 1994], The first Na lidar measurements at PFRR were made in 

November 1994 and have been ongoing since February 1995 [Collins et at., 1996],

In November 1997, a Rayleigh lidar system was installed at PFRR in a cooperative 

arrangement between the Communications Research Laboratory (CRL) of Tokyo, Japan 

and the Geophysical Institute of University of Alaska Fairbanks (GI/UAF). The CRL- 

Rayleigh lidar transmitter is a flash-pumped Nd:YAG laser. The laser is a Powerlite 8020 

model of the Continuum Laser Corporation, Santa Clara, CA. The lidar system has been 

operated on an ongoing basis since November 1997. Based on the Rayleigh lidar 

observations, the relative density and temperature from 30 km to 80 km have been 

measured [Cutler, 2000; Cutler et al., 2001].

In April 1999, an excimer-pumped dye laser was installed at PFRR. The excimer 

laser is a model LPX 220i, the dye laser is a model Scanmate 2. Both lasers are 

manufactured by Lambda Physik AG, Gottingen, Germany. The laser system was 

integrated into a resonance lidar system during the summer of 1999. This laser system is 

flexible enough to operate with a wide variety of laser dyes and thus has the potential to
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Rayleigh Lidar Poker Flat Research Range (65°N, 147JW)

E

Photon Count

Figure 1.3: A photon count profile of Rayleigh lidar at Poker Flat Research Range. 
Rayleigh scatter decreases with altitude up to 90 km as the density of 
atmosphere decreases.

Fe Resonance Lidar Poker Flat Research Range (65°N, 147°W)

Photon Count

Figure 1.4: A photon count profile of Fe resonance lidar at Poker Flat Research Range.
Rayleigh scatter is observed up to 65 km. Resonance scatter from the Fe layer 
is observed between 70 and 100 km.
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probe a variety of atmosphere species (e.g. Fe at 372 nm, Na at 589 nm and N2+ at 391 

nm). This system was first used to make measurements of the mesospheric Na in Fall

2000, and was first use to make Fe measurements of the mesospheric Fe in December

2001.

Section 1.4: Scope of this Study

This study has the following major elements;

• Development of a system to improve the wavelength resolution of the excimer- 

pumped dye laser.

• New measurements of the mesospheric Fe layers at both one and two 

wavelengths.

• Development of analysis tools to process that data and yield Fe Boltzmann 

temperatures [Gelbwachs, 1994],

• Development of analysis tools to determine the uncertainties in the 

measurements and provide an engineering analysis of these lidar measurements.

Early results have been presented at the 21st International Laser Radar Conference and 

53rd American Association for the Advancement of Science Arctic Science Conference 

[Hou et al., 2002a; 2002b],

The study has provided a data set of Fe layer observations for scientific studies of 

the physics and chemistry of the mesospheric layer. The study has also yielded 

engineering data to assess the performance of Fe Boltzmann lidar systems at PFRR. This 

engineering assessment is critical for planning temperature measurements of the upper 

mesosphere in the western Arctic. It has been shown that the choice of upper temperature 

in the Rayleigh lidar technique can result in significant differences in the temperature 

profile [Collins et al. 2002], The Fe Boltzmann lidar technique yields a spectroscopic 

temperature measurement that can provide an initial temperature for the CRL-Rayleigh 

lidar system.
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In Chapter 2 we review the spectroscopy of both Fe and Na. Both Fe and Na lidar 

measurements are used to validate the laser tuning control. In Chapter 3 we provide a 

description of the excimer and dye lasers as well as the principles of lidar systems. In 

Chapter 4 we present the tuning control and the Na and Fe lidar validation experiments. 

In Chapter 5 we present the Fe concentration and temperature measurements and the 

analysis of the laser performance. In Chapter 6 we present our conclusions and propose 

further work. In Appendix A we present the source code of the laser control program. In 

Appendix B we present a summary of the Fe field tuning experiments.
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Chapter 2: Spectroscopy

Section 2.1: Introduction

In this chapter we review the spectroscopy of atoms. We discuss the general 

description of the atom provided by quantum mechanics. We then discuss the specific 

spectroscopy of both the Na and Fe atoms. We present the spectroscopy of both species, 

as we will later use both species to test the tuning capabilities of the high spectral 

resolution Boltzmann lidar.

Section 2.2: Review of Atomic Structure and Spectroscopy

thAt the end of the 19 century physicists began to conduct research on blackbody 

cavity radiation. Willhelm Wien derived a theoretical expression (called Wien’s Law) to 

explain the distribution of blackbody radiation with wavelength (i.e. the blackbody 

spectrum). However, Wien’s Law, drawing on classical thermodynamics, only explained 

the observed spectrum at short wavelengths. Lord Rayleigh also derived a radiation 

formula, later elaborated by Sir James Jeans. This Rayleigh-Jeans formula explains well 

at the long wavelengths [see standard physics textbook for details, e.g. Halliday and 

Resnick, 1981], In 1900 Planck introduced Planck’s law for cavity radiation and gave the 

initial quantum hypothesis that electromagnetic energy of frequency, v, could only have 

discrete values nhv, where nis a non-negative integer [Planck, 1900]. Here h is the now 

famous Planck constant (6.63xlO"34 Js). It was the first time that energy was considered 

to be discontinuous and to occur in discrete levels. In 1905 Einstein made a remarkable 

assumption about the nature of light [Einstein, 1905]. He proposed the concept of the 

photon, and that the energy of a single photon is hv. This light interacts with matter 

discretely and not continuously. This principle underlies Einstein’s explanation of the 

photoelectric effect.
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In 1913 Niels Bohr set up hypotheses to explain the spectral emission of the 

hydrogen (H) atom [Bohr, 1913]. At that time spectral emissions from H had already 

been observed and precisely measured for several years. Bohr proposed that H contained 

a positively charged nucleus and a negatively charged electron. The electron moves 

around the nucleus in well- defined orbits where its angular momentum is an integral 

multiple of h( h = h/2n). Radiation is emitted from the atom when the electron jumps 

from an upper energy state E2 (larger orbit) to a lower energy state (smaller orbit), and 

the frequency of this radiation is given by hv = [e.g. Silfvast, 1996], Following

Bohr’s hypotheses and using classical theory, the following general equations can be 

written to describe the H atom and the H-like ions (e.g. He+, Li++ etc),

mev r - n h  (2.1)

Ze-e _ m S _
A7rs0r r

1 7p2
E = - m y —   (2.3)

2 47te0r

where r represents the radius of the electron rotation, v is the rotating speed of electron,

me is the electron rest mass (9.11 * 10'31 kg), Z represents the number of protons in the

nucleus, e is the elementary charge (1.60 x 10’19 C) and so is the permittivity of vacuum 
12(8.85 x 10’ F/m). Equation (2.1) describes the angular momentum of the electron. 

Combining the three equations together, the electron energy can only occur in values E„, 

given as,

m Z V  1
* ■ — * * * - • ? ■  ( 2 '4 )

For a given atom, with Z protons in the nucleus, the energy states are defined by a 

positive integer n. This number n is termed the principle quantum number. When Z = 

the value of En is the energy of the electron in the Hydrogen atom. The frequency of the 

radiation that is emitted when an electron relaxes from the upper state ( = n2) to the 

lower state (n = «/) is given by,
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e 2 e ,
h h

(2.5)

Although Bohr’s hypotheses explained the spectroscopy of H and H-like ions, it could 

not explain the spectral emissions of more complex atoms. The simple Bohr model was 

expanded as scientists began to describe matter as having wave properties.

In 1924 de Broglie proposed the matter wave concept and gave the wavelength of 

particles as,

where p=mv is the momentum of the particle [de Broglie, 1924], de Broglie’s hypothesis 

was verified by experiments, and it revealed that matter has wave like properties (i.e. 

wave-particle duality) [e.g. Eisberg and Resnick, 1985]. Once it was established that 

spectral emission was associated with the energy state of the atom (from Bohr’s 

hypotheses) and the electron had wavelike properties (from de Broglie’s postulate), 

scientist began to formally develop quantum mechanics. Quantum mechanics uses the 

wave equation and probability distribution to describe the atom. The probability 

distribution is given by the product , where '~F is the wave function, T* is the 

complex conjugate. In 1926, Erwin Shrodinger developed the Shrodinger equation, which 

is a differential equation to show the connection of wave functions and electron energies 

[Shrodinger, 1926]. At the same time, Heisenberg developed quantum mechanics 

independently by using matrix methods. Heisenberg postulated the uncertainty principle 

[Heisenberg, 1927]. The uncertainty principle states that the position and the 

momentum p, or the energy E and the time t cannot be measured both simultaneously and 

exactly [e.g. Eisberg and Resnick, 1985], This uncertainty is expressed mathematically in 

terms of simple products,

ApAx >h / 2  and AEAt >h / 2  (2.7)

where A p,Ax, AEand At are the uncertainty in the momentum p, position x, energy E 

and time t, respectively.

X = h/p (2.6)
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From the time-independent wave equation V2vP + = 0 , the de Broglie

postulate (2.6) and the fact that the total energy is equal to the sum of kinetic energy and 

potential energy, the Shrodinger equation becomes,

9  rrj
V2T  + —  M E - V Y ¥  = 0 (2.8)

n 2

or in the following format,

HT* = E*¥ (2.9)

where

h 2
H = ---------------------------------V 2 +V.  (2.10)

2 me

H is called Hamiltonian (or energy) operator. The solutions to the Shrodinger equation 

can give the allowed electron energies En (the eigenvalues) and the wave functions *Fn 

(the eigenfunctions). The wave functions, , are associated with the electron energies,

En, and the product of vF„*vFn gives the probability distribution function of the electron 

energies, En. The procedure of solving the Shrodinger equation is beyond the scope of 

this review. The procedure can be found in any textbook on quantum mechanics [e.g. 

Eisberg and Resnick, 1985; Gasiorowicz, 1974]. The relationship between the 

eigenvalues En and the quantum numbers n, I and m of the H atom are given as,

* . - - * ^ 4  <2.11)8 s 20h2 n K '

n = 1,2,3.......  (2.12a)

I = 0,1,2,• • •,n -1; m = 0,±l,±2,---,±/ . (2.12b)

The energy states En of the Shrodinger equation (2.11) are almost the same as the result 

(2.4) obtained from Bohr’s hypotheses, except me is substituted by the effective mass,

AM
M = 5------ (2.13)1 + m/ M  ne p

where me is the mass of electron and Mp is the mass of proton. In (2.12) n, I and m are all 

quantum numbers. The variable n is the principle quantum number we discussed earlier.
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It determines the total energy of the atom. The variable /, the angular momentum 

quantum number, determines the orbital angular momentum of the electron. The variable 

m, the magnetic quantum number, determines the interaction with any external magnetic 

field.

The electron moving around the nucleus produces an internal magnetic field. 

Because of this movement the electron itself also has the orbital angular momentum L 

that is a vector. From the Shrodinger equation, the magnitude of L and its z axial 

component can be expressed as,

(214)
L: = mh

where I and m obey the restriction given in (2.12). Besides the orbital angular 

momentum, the electron also has spin angular momentum S. This occurs because the 

electron spins on its own axis. This spin angular momentum S gives rise to an intrinsic 

magnetic dipole moment. The magnitude of S and its z axial component are given as,

\s\ = ^ T T ) h
Sz = ±sh

where s is the spin quantum number with a value of 1/2. The total angular momentum J  is 

defined as the combination of orbital angular momentum L and spin angular momentum 

S together,

J  = L+S (2.16)

where |j | = j  j ( j  + \)fi , j  = I + sor j  = / -  s , j> 0.

When the electron transmits from an upper energy state to a lower energy state, a 

corresponding spectral line is observed. The energy states En in equation (2.11) decide 

the gross characteristics of the spectral line. Sometimes instead of observing one single 

spectral line, several very close spectral lines (e.g. doublet, triplet.) may be observed. 

These families of lines are called the fine structure in the spectrum. The theoretical 

explanation of fine structure is the spin-orbit interaction. This is why L and S are 

considered together. The spin-orbit interaction is the mutual coupling between the 

intrinsic spin magnetic dipole moment and the internal magnetic field caused by an
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electron’s orbital movement (i.e. spin-orbit coupling). This spin-orbit coupling causes a 

splitting of the energy levels and yields the fine structure in the spectrum. Furthermore, 

much more minute separations of spectral lines are observed. This is particularly true for 

the heavy atoms. The finer splitting of spectral lines is referred to as hyperfine structure. 

Hyperfine structure occurs because there is also a magnetic dipole moment associated 

with the motion of the charged particles in the nucleus of the atom. The magnitude of this 

nuclear magnetic dipole moment is about 2000 times weaker than the magnitude of the 

electron spin magnetic dipole moment. This nuclear magnetic dipole moment causes very 

minute splitting of the energy levels and yields the hyperfine structure in the spectrum, 

[e.g. Gasiorowicz, 1974].

When two or more wave functions have the same energy state, they are termed 

degenerate. The value of the degeneracy defines the numbers of wave functions of that 

state. Because in each state there are 2j+l energy sub-states (associated with / m), the

degeneracy is usually equal to 2j+l. For complex atoms that have more than 1 electron, 

the electrons are filled in shells and sub-shells according to their n, I, m and s quantum 

numbers. In the traditional chemical notation system, K, L, M, N, O, P are used to define 

shells which correspond n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 respectively, and s, p, d, f, ... are used to 

define sub-shells which corresponds / = 0,1,2,3, ... respectively. The filling rule for shells 

is to fill the lower energy shell or sub-shells first. It is the electrons of an unfilled sub

shell that are involved in radiative transition.

Section 2.3: Spontaneous Emission

A group of atoms in a lower electronic energy state may absorb energy (e.g. 

through radiation, collision or chemical excitation) and adopt an upper energy state. The 

atoms in the upper state may then spontaneously decay back to the lower state with 

emission of photons. This relaxation is called spontaneous emission. The emitted photons 

have the same frequency, but are not correlated with each other in direction or phase. If 

state 1 is used to describe the lower energy state and state 2 is used to describe the upper
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energy state, then the population density in state 2 is expressed as N2 , and the change of 

population density can be expressed as,

~ d T = ~~di~=~A» Ni ( 2 ' 1 7 )

where A21 has dimension of inverse time (s'1), and is referred to as the transition 

probability or the Einstein spontaneous coefficient.

The radiating atom has the characteristic angular frequency a>0 = (E2 - E ^ / h ,  but 

because of the uncertainty principle, the energy of upper and lower states cannot be 

precisely determined, so there are uncertainties, A and AE], associated with each state. 

The frequency that is observed is no longer a unique or monochromatic frequency co0. It 

is a band of frequencies centered at a>0. The line shape of frequencies can be expressed 

as the Lorentzian emission line shape [e.g. Silfvast, 1996; Verdeyen, 1995], The 

Lorentzian broadening is called homogeneous or natural broadening because it is intrinsic 

to all spectroscopic systems, being a consequence of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.

In addition, the line shape of a radiative transition can be broadened by collisions, 

Doppler shifts, and isotope shifts. This broadening is defined as inhomogeneous 

broadening. Inhomogeneous broadening is a consequence of inhomogeneities in the 

population of atoms. For a gas medium, which is the situation in middle atmosphere 

metallic layers, Doppler shifting due to the kinetic motion of the atoms or molecules in 

the gas is the dominant contribution to broadening of the line shape. Doppler broadening 

yields the observed line shape as a Gaussian distribution function (Figure 2.1). It consists 

of the combination of Lorentzian functions of atoms traveling in different directions, 

which are Doppler shifted relative to a fixed observer [e.g. Silfvast, 1996].
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Figure 2.1: Natural emission linewidth (Lorentzian profile) and Doppler broadening 
profile.

Section 2.4: Spectroscopy of Sodium

We have discussed the general principles of atomic spectroscopy in Section 2.1. We 

now discuss the specific spectroscopy of Na. Na is the 11th element in the periodic table. 

Na has 11 electrons; two Is (n = 1, I = 0) electrons, two 2s 2 , =  0) electrons, six 2p

(n = 2, l = 1) electrons and one 3s (n = 3, / = 0) electron. This electron configuration is
2 2 6 1written Is 2s 2p 3s . Na has two full inner shells, and one 3s electron in the unfilled outer 

shell. The electron in the unfilled shell interacts with light and yields the radiative 

transition of Na. The ground state of this electron is at orbit 3s, the excited states occur in 

the upper orbits, 3p, 4s, 4p ... etc. The spectral line used in lidar remote sensing is 

generated by the radiative transition from the 3p excited state orbit to the 3s ground state 

orbit. This transition is traditionally called the Na D transition and the corresponding
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spectral line is called the Na D line. This line is bright orange with a wavelength of 589 

nm.

The gross description of Na yields a single Na D line. However, the Na D line is not 

a single spectral feature. Spin-orbit coupling causes splitting of the Na D line into a 

doublet and yields the familiar D( and D2 lines. This is the fine structure of the Na 

spectrum. Electron-nucleus spin interactions further split the fine structure into the D]a, 

Dib, D2a and D2b lines. This is the hyperfme structure of the Na spectrum. She and Yu 

[1995] provides a detailed discussion of the spectrum of atomic Na.

The basic spectral line structure ignores the effects of spin and nuclear magnetic 

dipoles. The Na atom is treated as a two-state system. The ground state orbit is 3s (/ = 0) 

and the excited state orbit is 3p (/ = 1). The fine structure arises when orbit-spin coupling 

is considered. With the inclusion of fine structure, the ground state 2S becomes the 2Si/2 

state, where / = 0, s = 1/2 and j  = 1/2. The excited state 2P splits into the 2Pi/2 and the 2P3/2 

states, where I = 1, s = 1/2 and j  = 1/2 and j  = 3/2. The transition from the excited state

2P 1/2 to the ground state 2Si/2 causes the Di line at wavelength 589.6 nm. The transition 

from the excited state 2P3/2 to the ground state 2Si/2 causes the D2 line at wavelength 589.0 

nm. Finally, the nuclear magnetic dipole moment gives rise to the hyperfme structure for 

sodium, which causes the ground 2Si/2 state to split into 2 levels, the 2Pi/2 state to split 

into two levels, and the 2P3/2 state to split into four levels. These different energies are 

labeled by the total angular momentum of the atom F. For the 2Si/2 and 2Pi/2 states, F =

{2, 1}, and for the 2P3/2 state F = {3, 2, 1,0}. Following the selection rules of alkali 

spectra, some of the transitions are forbidden and do not occur. Therefore, there are four 

hyperfme lines for the Di line, and six hyperfme lines for the D2 line, which are shown in 

Figure 2.2.
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Since the degeneracy, g, of the D2 line (g = 4) is twice that of the D] line (g = 2), 

the D2 line is brighter than the Di line in both emission and absorption. Because of this 

stronger interaction with light, the D2 line attracts more interest from sodium lidar 

researchers. The transitions from the 2P3/2 (n = 2, / = 1, = 1/2, 3/2) state F = 

{0, 1, 2} to the 2Si/2 (« = 2, I = 1, s = 1/2, j  = l 1/2) state F = {1} constitute the D2a

lines, and the transitions from the 2P3/2 state F = {1, 2, 3} to the 2Si/2 state F = {2} 

constitute the D2b lines. The weighted center wavelength of the D2 lines is 589.1583 nm 

[Bills, 1991]. The frequency offset of the D2 lines relative to weighted center wavelength 

is given in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Frequency offset of D2 lines relative to the weighted center wavelength.
Line Sl/2 P3/2 Offset (GHz)

D2b 1 F = 1 F = 2 1.0911

2 F = 1 1.0566

3 II O 1.0408

D2a 4 F = 2 F = 3 -0.6216

5 F = 2 -0.6806

6 F = 1 -0.7150

Section 2.5: Spectroscopy of Iron

Fe is the 26th element in the periodic table. Fe has 26 electrons; two Is 1, / = 0) 

electrons, two 2s (n = 2, 1 = 0) electrons, six 2p = 2, = 1) electrons, two 3s = 3,

0) electrons, six 3p (n = 3, / = 1) electrons, two 4s 4, / = 0) electrons and six 3d (« =

3, / = 2) electrons. Fe has three full inner shells (ls22s22p63s23p6) and has eight valence 

electrons in its outer shell (4s23d6) [Breese, 2001], The spectrum of Fe is more complex 

than Na due to the larger nucleus and the larger number of electrons in the outer shell.

The description of the Fe spectrum is mainly based on experimental measurement rather 

than theoretical quantum mechanical calculations [Fuhr et al., 1988], The ground state of 

Fe is termed a5D and several different transitions are possible to this state. Figure 2.3 

gives a partial energy-level diagram of the Fe atom. Here the ground state a5D is split into 

five components J = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The energy between the lowest energy-member (J = 3 

and J = 4) of the ground state quintet is 415.9 cm’1. The excited state z5F°is also split into 

five components J = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The transition from z5F° (J = 5) to a5D (J = 4) 

corresponds to 372.0 nm, which is considered the principal resonance line. The transition 

from z 5F° (J = 4) to a5D (J = 3 and J = 4) corresponds to 374.0 nm and 368.0 nm, 

respectively, which are relatively weak resonance lines [Gelbwachs, 1994], The Fe 

transition probabilities of z 5F°- a5D transition are given in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Fe transition probabilities of z5F°- a3D transition

/I

(nm)

Energyt

(cm-1)

Energy^

(cm-1) gi gk
Aki 

(108 s '1)

371.993 0.0 26875 9 11 0.162

373.713 415.9 27167 7 9 0.142

374.556 704.0 27395 5 7 0.115

374.826 888.1 27560 3 5 0.0915

374.590 978.1 27666 1 3 0.0733

367.991 0.0 27167 9 9 0.0138

370.557 415.9 27395 7 7 0.0322

372.256 704.0 27560 5 5 0.0497

373.332 888.1 27666 3 3 0.062

368.305 415.9 27560 7 5 0.0028

370.782 704.0 27666 5 3 0.0072
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Unlike Na, the valence electrons of Fe are balanced and symmetric. Thus, spin-orbit 

coupling and electron-nucleus spin interactions are balanced among these valence 

electrons. There is no splitting of the energy levels and fine and hyperfme structure is not 

found in the Fe spectrum.

Section 2.6: Spectroscopy and the Boltzmann Distribution

If atoms are in thermal equilibrium, the population distribution of atoms in each 

energy state follows the classical Boltzmann distribution equation,

Pi l p j = g i l g j -e-(El-El)lkT (2.18)

where p„ pj are the population density at states i and j, g, and gy are the degeneracy 

factors of states i and j, Et and Et are the energies at states and j, k is the Boltzmann 

constant (1.38 x 10'23 J/K), and T is the ambient temperature (K).

From the Boltzmann distribution equation it is clear that if the population density 

ratio of atoms at each energy state can be measured, then the ambient temperature can 

also be calculated. This is the principle that underlies Boltzmann temperature lidar 

systems [Gelbwachs, 1994]

In Na, the energy between the lowest energy-member F = {1,2} of the ground state 

2Si/2 is 0.0059 cm'1 (corresponding to 7.32 x 10'6 eV or 1.14 x 10'21 J), the equivalent 

temperature, To = (E2-E/)/k, is 82.7 mK. In Fe, the energy between the lowest energy- 

member (J = 3 and J = 4) of the ground state quintet is 415.9 cm'1 (corresponding to 5.16 

x 10'2 eV or 8.26 x 10'21 J), the equivalent temperature, To -  is 598.2 K.

For states of equal degeneracy, equation (2.1) can be written as,

B = ^  = exp(-T0 / T) (2-19)
A

where To =(E2-Ej)/k is the equivalent temperature. Differentiating B with respect to T

gives the sensitivity of the population density ratio change rate St,
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dB T
S r = ^ = # exp(“ r ” / r ) ' <2'2o)

When To = T, the ratio is most sensitive. Figure 2.4 shows the change of population 

density ratio St with the change of To, where the ambient temperature T is held constant. 

A typical middle atmosphere temperature, T, is approximately 200 K. Na has an 

equivalent temperature, T0, of 82.7 mK, so St is very small and does not have the 

necessary sensitivity to determine temperature form the Boltzmann distribution. For 

example, when the ambient atmospheric temperature, T, changes from 200K to 250K, the 

ratio, B, changes from 0.9996 to 0.9997. Thus a 25% change in temperature yields a 

0.01% change in Boltzmann distribution ratio. By comparison, Fe has an equivalent 

temperature, To, of 598.2 K. When atmospheric temperature, T, changes from 200 K to 

250 K again, B changes from 0.050 to 0.091. Thus a 25% change in temperature yields an 

80% change in Boltzmann distribution ratio. Thus, the Fe layer can be used to make 

temperature measurements by measuring the Boltzmann distribution ratio.

0. 4

0. 3

® 0.2 
d CL

0.1 

0
0 1 2  3 4

T / T
0

Figure 2.4: The population density ratio change rate St according to To-

In the Boltzmann Fe resonant lidar measurement, laser light at wavelengths of 

372.0 nm and 374.0 nm are used to pump the ground states a5D (J = 3 and J = 4) to the

Population density ratio change rate
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excited states z5F° (J = 4 and J = 5), respectively. By measuring the spontaneous 

transition photons, the population density of both ground states a5D (J = 3 and J = 4) can 

be obtained. The spontaneous transition of excited state z5F° (J = 4) can be to either 

ground states a5D (J = 3) or a5D (J = 4), with emissions at 374.0 nm and 368.0 nm, 

respectively. From Table 2.2 the transition probabilities for 374.0 nm and 368.0 nm are 

1.42 x 107 s_1and 1.38 x 106 s'1, respectively. Thus, the 374.0 nm transition has a 

branching ratio of 0.91 and the 368.0 nm transition has a branching ratio of 0.09. When 

using the lidar equation at 374 nm to calculate the population density ratio, the branching 

ratio should be included. The wavelength difference between 372.0 nm (actual value 

371.993 nm) and 374.0 nm (actual value 373.713 nm) is 1.72 nm. This difference is large 

enough for a broadband laser to be tuned from one wavelength to the other. The 

measurements at one wavelength are independent of the measurements at the other.
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Chapter 3: Lidar System

Section 3.1: Introduction

In this chapter we review the main principles of lasers. We present a description of 

excimer and dye lasers, and specific details of the excimer-pumped dye laser system used 

in this study. We then discuss the lidar equations of Rayleigh and resonance scattering.

We present a description of the Rayleigh backscatter cross section cr* (v), the resonant 

effective scattering crossing section Ce//v), and the statistical characteristics of photon 

count signals.

Section 3.2: Stimulated Emission and Optical Gain

In order to understand how laser systems work, we must consider the process of 

stimulated emission. Einstein first introduced this process in 1917 to explain the 

equilibrium condition for the blackbody radiation problem [Einstein, 1917]. Einstein 

identified three ways in which a simple 2-level system of atoms or molecules can interact 

with light. They are,

Spontaneous Emission, — —  = - A 2]p 2 (3.1)
dt

Stimulated Absorption, — = p xBn u{y) (3.2)
dt

Stimulated Emission, = p 2B2xu(y) (3.3)
dt

where p2 is the population in the upper state (Atoms/nr3), pi is the population in the lower
3 3 1state (Atoms/m ), u(v) is the photon energy density (J/m - s '), A2i is the spontaneous 

transition probability (s'1), B2i and Bi2 are proportional coefficients (m3-s'2/J). The 

constants A2i, B2i and Bi2 are also referred to as Einstein A and B coefficients. These 

three fundamental photon-electric effect processes are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The three fundamental radiation processes.

At equilibrium, the net rate of change between the two energy states should be zero, 

p 2A2] + p 2B2iu(v) = p,Bxlu{v) . (3.4)

For a system in thermal equilibrium, p2 and pi should also follow a Boltzmann 

distribution (Equation (2.18)),

A  = A t e ; (3. 5) 

where E2-E1 = hv. Thus, we can solve for the equilibrium photon energy density as,

m (v) = ^  
B21

g A i
g 2B2i

ehv,kT -1 (3.6)

This equilibrium photon energy density should agree with Planck’s results for the thermal 

equilibrium of blackbodies [Planck, 1900],

8 xhv2
u(v) = ■ {ehv,kT - l ) ' (3.7)

Comparing equation (3.6) and equation (3.7), we find,
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M̂ -  = l => g A 2 = g 2B21, (3.8a)
g  2 21

and

(3,8b)
a ,, c>

We now consider the loss or gain in intensity of a beam of light traveling through 

an optical medium (Figure 3.2). Following standard analysis [e.g. Silfvast, 1996; Hecht, 

1992], we have,

(l(z + Az) - I ( z ) ) -dA
7 (3.9a)

= p 2 * B2\ * Av * u{y) • hv - dA * dz -  p x • Bn • Av • u(v) •hv-dA-dz

(/(z + Az) -  I(z))-dA  = (/92 • 5 21 -  /?, (3.9b)

A/ = I  -((p2 B2] -  p x ■ 5 12 )• hv/c)- Az. (3.9c)

There are two terms in (3.9a). The term p 2 • i?21 • Av • m (v) - hv - dA - dz is energy of 

stimulated emission. The term /?, • Bn • Av • w(v) -hv-dA-dz is energy of stimulated 

absorption. Combining equation (3.8) and (3.9), we get that the incremental change in 

intensity is given by,

Al = I  ■ g(v) • Az => I(z) = I 0es{v) (3.10)

where Io is the incident intensity of the light beam. The term I(z) is the intensity of the 

light beam after a distance ofz. The term g(v)(=(is the small

signal gain coefficient. The term ( p 2 - [ g 2 ^ g i ] ■ p i )  is the population inversion and the term
2 2&2i(v)(=(c /87TV ) A 2 1) is the stimulated emission cross section. Clearly if p2 < [g2 ^gi] ■ Pi ,  

we have loss rather than gain. Under the conditionP 2 >[g2 '/g i]■ Pi ,  we have optical gain 

in the system and hence an optical amplifier. In this system, the incident light beam 

induces stimulated emission from the excited atoms and is amplified. The word laser is 

an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. The laser 

cavity is constructed with an optical gain medium placed between two mirrors. The 

mirrors reflect the light back and forth in the cavity allowing the intensity of the beam to 

be amplified through repeated passes through the gain medium. The population inversion
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is maintained (i.e. ((p2 -[g i/g i]■ pi) > 0)) by a pumping process that transfers energy to 

the atoms or molecules in the medium. There are a wide variety of laser pumping 

processes. Electric discharge pumping is commonly used in gas lasers. Optical pumping 

with flash lamps or other lasers is widely used in solid-state lasers or dye lasers.

Figure 3.2: Light incident upon an incremental length dz.

Section 3.3: Excimer Lasers

Excimer lasers obtain their names from the contraction of “excited dimmer”, a 

description of a molecule consisting of two atoms that only exists in the excited state. 

Excimer lasers operate on the radiative transition between the excited state of a short

lived molecule and its ground state [e.g. Kum, 1998]. Using a Xenon Chloride (XeCl) 

excimer laser as an example, when a high voltage discharge is applied, the rare-gas Xe 

atoms are excited and ionized to generate Xe* or Xe+, and the chloride molecules are 

dissociated to generate Cl atoms. Many Cl atoms further become Cl' ions after gaining an 

electron. Then the excited Xe+ ions and Cl" ions combine to form the excited molecules
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XeCl*. The excited XeCl* molecules quickly radiate back to the ground state and generate 

the laser. The ground state XeCl molecule exists for a very short time. It quickly 

dissociates to a Xe and Cl atom pair. The process repeats when the next electrical 

discharge occurs. Since the excited dimer only exists in the excited state, the population 

inversion is essentially p 2 (i.e. pi = 0) and so these lasers have high optical gain and yield 

large energies. Excimer lasers are short-pulsed lasers and are composed of the 

combination of a rare or noble gas (e.g. Ar, Kr or Xe) and halogen gas (e.g. F, Cl or Br) 

[e.g. Silfvast, 1996].

Excimer lasers typically operate in the ultraviolet spectrum. The most common 

excimer lasers use XeF at 353 nm, XeCl at 308 nm, KrF at 248 nm and ArF at 193 nm. 

Excimer lasers are mostly pumped by electric discharges. Up to 5 percent of the electric 

discharge energy can be converted into laser energy [e.g. Hecht, 1992], Typically the 

repetition rate of excimer lasers is from 1 Hz to hundreds of Hz with stable energy 

output. This ability of excimer lasers to operate at high repetition rates and large pulse 

energies has attracted much interest in the technology.

A typical excimer laser has the following structure; the laser typically uses a sealed 

tube, which includes a stainless steel cavity and gas pipes, to store the rare and halogen 

gas. The electric discharge occurs in this sealed cavity. There are two electrodes placed 

parallel to each other along the length of the cavity. The discharge of these electrodes is 

called the transverse discharge, which prevents discharge from arcing. A pre-ionization 

power supply is also employed in the cavity to ionize the space between the electrodes 

before the high voltage discharge. Because excimer lasers have very high internal gain, 

the optical cavity is usually designed as a single pass cavity. The cavity has a glass 

window at the front end and a mirror at the rear end. The laser beam is reflected at the 

rear mirror end once and is transmitted out of the cavity at the front end. If the window 

and mirror are well aligned, the laser pulse energy can achieve its peak value.

The excimer laser used for middle atmospheric studies at PFRR is a XeCl system 

(Lambda Physik model LPX 220i). The pulse repetition rate for lidar measurements is 

usually between 10 Hz to 50 Hz. The electric discharge voltage determines the energy of
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each laser pulse. Higher discharge voltage generates higher laser pulse energy. The pulse 

energy is between 270 mJ and 280 mj with the discharge voltage of 18 kV, and the pulse 

energy increases to between 390 mJ and 400 mj with a higher discharge voltage of 20 

kV. After the excimer laser has run several-million times, dirt (e.g. metal vapor from 

electrodes) will ablate on the window and mirror. This will lower the reflectivity of the 

rear mirror and the light transmission of the front window. Furthermore as more light is 

absorbed, the ablation increases and the laser pulse energy drops. Under normal 

condition, the new window and mirror of LPX 220i should be cleaned or changed after 

five- to six-million shots, when the energy drops by approximately 25%.

Section 3.4: Dye Lasers

Dye lasers are tunable lasers with broadband emission and a high-gain medium. The 

choice of dye determines the wavelength of the generated light. A wide variety of dyes 

have been developed which allow dye lasers to generate light at wavelengths from the 

UV to the IR (—320 nm - 1200 nm). There are three main types of dye lasers; pulsed, 

continuous-wave and mode-locked dye lasers [e.g. Silfvast, 1996], The Scanmate 2 laser 

is a pulsed dye laser.

The Scanmate 2 laser has many of the typical features of dye lasers. The oscillator 

is a classic Littrow cavity. A cuvette holding the dye is the gain medium. A rotating 

diffraction grating is the wavelength selection device. The diffraction grating acts as one 

of the cavity end mirrors while a totally reflective mirror acts as the other end mirror. A 

prism beam expander expands the beam before it is incident on the diffraction grating. 

The beam is expanded for two reasons. The first is that the expanded beam yields a high 

wavelength sensitivity, and hence tuning resolution on the reflection from the grating.

The second is that the expanded beam has a lower energy density on the grating and so 

will not bum the grating. A simplified diagram of the oscillator is given in Figure 3.3.

The actual prism beam expander is far more complex than shown in Figure 3.3. The 

design is patented by Lambda Physik. While the details of the expander are not available,
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the complexity of this device is evident from Figure 3.4. The light leaves the oscillator 

through a reflection from the prism and is directed by the turning mirror to the 

preamplifier stage and into the amplifier.

Figure 3.3: Simplified diagram of the Scanmate laser oscillator.

lRmBDOPHY5IK

Figure 3.4: The oscillator design with Lambda super pure output coupling. (Courtesy of 
Lambda Physik)
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The gain medium at the oscillator and preamplifier is provided by a single cuvette. 

The excimer laser beam is split in two to provide two regions of excited dye in the 

cuvette. The alignment of the excimer beam in the preamplifier is chosen to lie on the 

beam path of the oscillator beam. The alignment of the oscillator is more complicated. In 

a dye laser there are two competing processes at work in the laser gain medium. The first 

is the amplification of the desired light that is reflected by the diffraction grating. 

Amplification of this light yields the tunable coherent radiation that the laser is designed 

to generate. The second process is termed Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE). Dye 

molecules can spontaneously emit light and reduce the grain of the medium. These 

spontaneous photons will prompt stimulated emission and further depopulate the 

population inversion. The ASE will primarily occur at the peak emission wavelength of 

the dye and is independent of the tuning characteristics of the laser cavity. If ASE 

dominates, the population inversion is reduced and the gain of the laser is reduced. To 

avoid this, the excimer pump beam is slightly skewed relative to the axis of the laser. 

Spontaneous emission thus occurs off-axis and so is not amplified by being reflected by 

the end mirror back through the gain medium. Furthermore, the difference in the 

direction of the ASE beam results in the ASE missing the turning mirror and so not being 

directed into the preamplifier. This alignment of the oscillator and preamplifier is done 

using a printed card that is placed in the cuvette mount (Figure 3.5(a)). The different 

beams in the oscillator cavity (ASE, tunable laser, and reflection between the faces of the 

cuvette) can be observed with a card placed against the oscillator end mirror (Figure 

3.5(b)).
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Figure 3.5: (a) Scanmate adjust card; (b) The various light spots when aligning the laser 
beam.

The tuning capabilities of the laser can be characterized by measuring the variation 

of laser power with wavelength. The measurements yield a tuning curve for the particular 

dye. In this study two dyes are used. Rhodamine 6G dissolved in methanol generates 

radiation with a peak at 581 nm and QUI dissolved in p-Dioxane generates radiation with 

a peak at 390 nm. Rhodamine 6G is used to make measurements of Na at 589 nm. QUI is 

used to make measurements of Fe at 372 nm and 374 nm. A tuning curve for Rhodamine 

6G is plotted in Figure 3.6. The dye peak at 580 nm is clearly observed. The curve has a 

FWHM of ~30 nm. We see that the performance of the dye at 589 nm is -80% of the 

maximum value. A tuning curve for QUI is plotted in Figure 3.7. The dye peak at 390 nm 

is clearly observed. The curve has a FWHM -40 nm. We see that the performance of the 

dye at 372 nm is -80% of the maximum value. The tuning curve data is also tabulated in 

Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The dye efficiency is defined as the ratio of the output dye pulse 

energy to the input excimer pulse energy. We see that Rhodamine 6G has a peak 

efficiency o f -7%  while QUI has a peak efficiency of -6%.
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S I-U A F  Na Resonance Lidar

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.6: Entire range of wavelength power intensity of the Na dye laser, with High 
voltage = 20 kV, repetition rate =10 Hz, measured on 12 December 2001.

G I- IM F  Fe Resonance Lidar

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.7: Entire range of wavelength power intensity of the Fe dye laser, with High 
voltage =18 kV, repetition rate = 5 Hz, measured on 12 March 2002.
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Table 3.1: The power intensity of the Dye laser tuning curve for Na pumped by XeCl
excimer laser at 308.0 nm with High voltage = 20 kV, repetition rate =10 Hz, 
measured on 12 December 2001.

Wave length (nm)
Dye Laser Power 

(mW)

Excimer Energy 

(mJ)
Dye Efficiency (%)

570.0 140 378 3.7

575.0 293 378 7.8

580.0 322 378 8.5

585.0 295 378 7.8

589.0 258 378 6.8

590.0 250 378 6.6

595.0 200 378 5.3

600.0 155 378 4.1

605.0 126 378 3.3

Table 3.2: The power intensity of the Dye laser tuning curve for Fe pumped by XeCl
excimer laser at 308.0 nm with High voltage =18 kV, repetition rate = 5 Hz, 
measured on 12 March 2002.

Wave length (nm)
Dye Laser Power 

(mW)

Excimer Energy 

(mJ)
Dye Efficiency (%)

365.0 29 270 2.1

370.0 70 270 5.2

372.0 69 270 5.1

374.0 66 270 4.9

375.0 65 270 4.8

380.0 60 270 4.4

385.0 82 270 6.1

390.0 85 270 6.3

395.0 46 270 3.4

400.0 44 270 3.3
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Section 3.5: The Lidar Equation

In the field of laser remote sensing, the lidar equation describes the expected signal 

return from the atmosphere. The lidar equation can be written in a variety of forms for 

different specific measurement applications [see Measures, 1992 for several forms of the 

equation]. In this study we follow the approach of Gardner and co-workers [Gardner et 

al., 1989],

The Rayleigh lidar equation is written as,

N(z) = [riT2\

where

ElRl At
h e /

/ X
z 2

+ N B(z) (3.11a)

N B(z)=NB [RLAt]-[2Az/c].  (3.11b)

Here N(z) is the expected photon count from altitude range (z-Az/2, z+Az/2). is the 

background light emission rate. N b (z) ,  constant with altitude, is due to the background 

light and the dark counts in the photon-multiplier tube. The first term represents the 

signal component of the total Rayleigh signal, and can be described as the product of four 

distinct terms. The first term represents the loss of signal at initial transmission, receiving 

and transmission through the atmosphere, rj represents the transmission and detection 

efficiency. I 2 is the two-way atmospheric transmission. The second term represents the 

number of photon generated by the laser. El is the laser energy (J) per shot, Rl is the 

repetition rate (Hz) of the laser and At is the period of time (s). The numerator is the total 

laser energy generated in time, At, and the denominator, hc/X (= hv) is the energy of a 

single photon of wavelength X. The third term represents the probability of Rayleigh 

scattering, the symbol p(z) is the atmospheric density at altitude z, Az is the range

resolution for the measurement, and a*  (v) is the Rayleigh backscatter cross section. The 

fourth term represents the probability of the telescope catching the scattered photons. The 

symbol A is the area of the telescope, and z is the altitude. Because Rayleigh scattering is 

a dipole scattering, A/z2 represents the solid angle in steradian (sr) of the receiver.
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In Rayleigh scatter, the backscatter cross section cr* (v) is proportional to 

A"4 [Measures, 1992], The formula of erf (v) is given as follows,

(3-12)

This explains why the sunlight sky is blue. Shorter wavelengths are scattered more 

effectively than longer ones and so blue light ricochets through the atmosphere while red 

light passes more directly through the atmosphere. This mechanism also explains why the 

rising or setting sun, observed through a long path in the atmosphere, often appears red.

The resonance lidar equation is written as,

While the equation has the same form as the Rayleigh lidar equation there are two 

distinct differences. The effective scattering cross section, Cef/v), describes the resonant 

absorption and re-emission of the laser light by the atom or molecule of interest. This 

scattering cross section is isotropic and so the factor 4n appears in the denominator of the 

equation to yield the scattering per steradian.

A resonance lidar system yields signals with both a resonantly and Rayleigh 

scattered component. Figure 3.8 shows the lidar signal for a resonance lidar system 

operating at 372 nm. This lidar signal profile represents the integrated echo from 336,000 

laser shots, with average energy 13 mJ/shot, and using a 60 cm receiver telescope. The 

Rayleigh scattering is clearly observed to decay with altitude from 10 to 70 km. The 

resonance signal from the mesospheric Fe layer is observed from 70 to 110 km. The 

background signal is evident above 110 km. For studies of the mesospheric metal layers 

it is serendipitous that the Rayleigh scatter and resonance scatter are separated in altitude 

due to the presence of the metal layers above where significant Rayleigh scatter occurs.

where

N b(z) = N b -[i?£Af]-[2Az/c]. (3.13b)
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Furthermore, the background signal can be readily estimated by averaging the lidar 

profile over an altitude range above the metal layer.

Fc Resonance Lidar Poker Flat Research Range (65°N, 147°W)

Figure 3.8: A typical photon count profile with Metal scattering and Rayleigh scattering.

The lidar equation (3.11) and (3.13) describes the expected photon count signal as a 

function of lidar system parameters and atmospheric conditions. The actual photon count 

is statistical in nature due to the Poisson statistics of the photon counting process [e.g. 

Measures, 1992]. A photon count signal with expected value has an inherent variance of 

N  [e.g. Bevington, 1969], Thus the relative uncertainty in the photon count signal, AN/N, 

is given by,

AN y[N 1
 = —  = -= = . (3.14)

N  NVA

For the signal photon count this becomes,

120

Photon Count

(3.15)
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From equation (3.15), it is clear that as Ns increases the statistical uncertainty decreases. 

Ns can be increased by integrating the raw data over longer times and/or over larger 

altitudes (i.e. by reducing the resolution of measurement) [Breese, 2001].

The lidar equation may be used to determine the concentration of the resonance 

scatterings. If we subtract the estimated background noise on both sides of equation 

(3.11) and (3.13), divide equation (3.11) with equation (3.13) at both sides, and select 

Rayleigh scattering at a fixed altitude z0, we get the following expression for the metal 

concentration,

Here p(zo)is the atmosphere density at an altitude zq (usually 30 - 35 km) where there is

just Rayleigh scattering from atmospheric molecules and atoms. Aerosol layers in the 

atmosphere typically are found at lower altitudes. Thus, the signal at 30-35 km does not 

have a contribution from Mie scattering. The density p(zo) can be considered as a 

constant, because the atmosphere density is usually very stable. To simplify our latter 

analysis, we introduce the quantity R(z), the ratio of resonance to Rayleigh photon counts, 

which is defined as,

We term R(z) the resonance-Rayleigh ratio. From equations (3.16) and (3.17), we note 

two important facts. The first one is when v is constant, the concentration of the resonant 

layer p(z) is proportional to R(z). The second one is when v varies and p(z) is constant, 

Ceff(v) is proportional to R(z). Using R(z) highlights two important strengths of lidar 

measurements. The first is it can remove all background noise, N b , from the retrieval.

The second is that the lidar system characteristics are cancelled out in the retrievals. From 

equation (3.16), it is clear that R(z)depends on the scattering coefficient and the density 

of the atmosphere, and it normalizes the lidar system efficiency, laser energy and the 

telescope size. This approach makes the lidar measurement self-calibrating.

N ( z0) - N b C^ (v)
(3.16)

(3.17)
N ( z0) - N b
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Section 3.6: Resonant Scattering Cross Section

In the resonance layer, atoms are excited by absorbing the laser light. The relaxation 

from excited state to the ground state generates the scattered radiation, which is isotropic 

and fixed. The atoms in the resonance layer are in the gaseous state and fluctuate 

randomly in every direction due to kinetic motion. The radiation observed from the 

ground will exhibit Doppler shifts due to this random motion. The frequency distribution 

Pr(v)  of the radiation from the resonance layer follows the Gaussian distribution, and the 

standard deviation is proportional to the ambient temperature T. The line-shape of the 

laser beam PL( v)can also be described by the Gaussian distribution. The standard 

deviation is determined by the linewidth of the laser system. The scattering cross section 

Cef/v j  is determined by the convolution of laser line-shape function and resonance 

line-shape function PR( v j ,

We see that Cef/v)  consists of three terms. The first term is referred to as the absorption 

cross section (ACS). Here gj, g2 are the degeneracy of the relative energy states, A2j is 

the Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient, and is the wavelength of the spontaneous 

emission. For the specified wavelength, k, the ACS can also be considered as the 

amplitude of Cef/v).The second term is the branching ratio, O, which is a ratio of the 

number of atoms decaying back to the ground state to the number of atoms excited from 

that ground state. For Na at 589 nm, the branching ratio, O, is 1, for Fe at 372 nm, the 

branching ratio, ®, is 1, and for Fe at 374 nm the branching ratio, ®, is 0.91. The third 

term is the frequency dependent convolution and V),which may be written,

ĉ (n f (3.18)

(3.19)

where * denotes convolution. The laser line-shape distribution is given as,
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^ (v )  = exp ( v - v j
2a]

2 \
(3.20)

For the Na layer, the D2 line is used for the measurement. The sodium spectral line shape 

is given as,

, 2  X f
+ S 2exp (3.21a)^ ( v )  =

1
4 2 n a R

S', exp (V~ Va)2
2a: 2a:

where

S„ + S,
-,S2 =

s „ + s h
(3.21b)

b a b

S„ (= 12) and Sb (= 20) are the line strength for D2a and D2b lines, respectively. The 

frequencies v„ and vb of the D2a and D2b lines are -648.8 MHz and 1066.9 MHz, 

respectively, relative to the value of the center wavelength at 589.1583 nm. The standard

deviation of the line shape a \  is given as [Bills, 1991],

kT
= mA2

(3.22)

where T  is the ambient temperature, m is the mass of the Na atom and A is the center 

wavelength of the D2 line. Convolution of the two equations is a standard procedure 

yielding,

effM  =
l

4 2 n a
5) exp ( VL - Q

2cr2
+ S 2 exp

f t  \2 a
(Vr -V t )

2cr2
(3.23)

2 2 2where a(= ol + aR) is the new variance of the convolution function.

For the Fe layer, the 372.0 nm and 374.0 nm lines are used in the measurement. The 

probability of frequency in the resonance iron layer is given as follows,

PR(y) =
i

4 2 r t a  R

(
exp (v -v e) 

2 a l

2 Y
(3.24)

where vc is 371.9930 nm and 373.7130 nm for 372.0 nm line and 374.0 nm line 

respectively. And a \  is given by equation (3.22). The only changes are that m equals the 

mass of Fe atom and A. is the wavelength of 371.9930 nm or 373.7130 nm.
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The convolution function for Fe is given by a single equation,

■ ( y  l  ) =
1

yJlTTCT
exp (v£ - v e)

2cr2
(3.25)

where a2(= a 2 + aR2) is the new variance of the convolution function.

From equations (3.23) and (3.25) it is clear that the effective cross section for 

mesospheric Na and Fe is a function of the laser frequency The goal in making 

measurements is to ensure that Vi = vc so that Cef/v)  achieves the maximum value. This 

sensitivity to vl allows us to use the resonant echoes from the mesospheric metal layer to 

determine the characteristics (i.e. linewidth) of the laser beam by recording the lidar echo 

as a function of laser frequency. Once the linewidth is calculated, an accurate estimate of 

Ceff(v)can be determined. Thus the resonance lidar system can be operationally calibrated 

during each observation period.
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Chapter 4: Design and Validation of Fine Tuning Control of 

Dye Laser

Section 4.1: Introduction

In Chapter 3 we discussed the design of the Scanmate 2 dye laser. The laser cavity 

is a classic Littrow cavity where a diffraction grating is used to determine the wavelength 

of the radiation in the cavity. The pitch of the diffraction grating is controlled by a DC 

motor. The software provided by Lambda Physik provides a tuning resolution of 1 pm. 

This resolution allowed initial Na and Fe measurements by Justin Breese and co-workers 

[Breese, 2001]. However these measurements were sub-optimal. Under typical 

atmospheric conditions, the linewidths of mesospheric Na and Fe are 1.24 pm and 0.51 

pm, respectively. Thus the 1 pm tuning resolution does not guarantee that the wavelength 

of the laser radiation coincides with the peak of the atomic spectral line.

In summer of 2001 we developed a new software control package to allow sub- 

picometer tuning of the laser. In fall of 2001 we tested these new tuning capabilities with 

lidar measurements of Na and Fe. In this chapter we first present the design and 

implementation of the tuning control package. We then present the field tests of the 

tuning.

Section 4.2: Wavelength Tuning of the Scanmate 2 Dye Laser

The wavelength tuning of the Scanmate 2 dye laser is controlled by a software 

program (called “Scanmate”) that runs on a local computer. The computer is a standard 

personal computer (PC), Gateway Model 486DX33, with an Intel 80486 microprocessor 

and 8 MB of RAM. The PC operating system is the Microsoft Disk Operating System 

version 6.22 (MS-DOS 6.22). The PC communicates with the laser via a short optical 

cable. The Scanmate program controls the dye laser with two types of commands; macro 

commands and basic commands. The macro commands control the standard control of
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the laser provided by Lambda Physik. It is the macro commands that support 1 pm tuning 

of the dye laser. The basic commands support more direct control of the laser. The basic 

commands instruct control of the laser hardware directly (analogous to assembly 

language instructions) while the macro commands give packages of instructions to the 

laser hardware (analogous to higher level programming languages). In this project we 

wrote a control program using basic commands to control the laser tuning.

The pitch of the diffraction grating is controlled by a finely threaded screw, which 

is turned by a DC motor. The motor can turn in single steps or multiples of single steps 

up to a maximum of 1,257,146. The relationship between the wavelength of the 

diffraction grating, X (in nanometer [nm]), and the rotation of the DC motor in steps, s, is 

given by,

A(nm) = (sx DA + A0) /m  (4.1)

where DX (=  7.184353 x 10'4 nm/step) is the wavelength change per step, Xo is the 

grating calibration constant (2265.883 nm) and m is the grating order of the diffraction 

grating. The grating order, m, varies from 3 to 8. From equation (4.1) we know that the 

wavelength is not a unique function of grating order. The wavelength range for each 

grating order is given in Table 4.1. For wavelength of 390.000 nm, the grating can rotate 

to step 1,188,857 and employ order 8 or alternately rotate to step 646,01 land employ 

order 7. The minimum change in wavelength AX is given by a change in s of 1 step. This 

minimum change in wavelength defines the tuning resolution of the laser,

A A = — . (4.2)
m

The laser resolution is a function of grating order and hence operating wavelength. At 

372 nm, the grating order is 8 and the tuning resolution is 8.9x1 O'2 pm. At 589 nm, the 

grating order is 5 and the tuning resolution is 1.4x10 '1 pm. It is important to point out that 

the higher resolution in wavelength at shorter wavelengths does not yield higher 

resolution in frequency. For a small wavelength change AX at wavelength, X, the 

corresponding frequency change is given by,



where c is the speed of light (~3xl08 m/s). At 372 nm, the frequency resolution is 195 

MHz and at 589 nm the frequency resolution is 121 MHz. By comparison, the 1 pm 

tuning resolution provided by the vendor-supplied Scanmate program has a frequency 

resolution of 2168 MHz at 372 nm and 865 MHz at 589 nm.

Table 4.1: The relationship of wavelength and grating order of Scanmate 2.

Grating order
Minimum wave

length (nm)

Motor step 

setting

Maximum wave

length (nm)

Motor step 

setting

8 283.235 0 396.133 1257146

7 323.698 0 452.723 1257146

6 377.647 0 528.177 1257146

5 453.177 0 633.812 1257146

4 566.471 0 792.265 1257146

3 755.294 0 1056.354 1257146

The Scanmate program supports a remote mode where a remote computer can 

control the laser hardware. The remote computer can communicate with the local 

computer via an RS-232 serial communication scheme. We wrote a program “Scan” with 

the Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 programming language. The main interface of this 

program is shown in Figure 4.1. The program “Scan” allows tuning of the Scanmate laser 

in two modes; rough set and precise set. In the rough set mode, the Scanmate laser tuning 

occurs in 1 pm steps using macro commands. In the precise set mode, the grating screw is 

rotated in single step or multiples of steps (up to 100). The rotation can occur in either 

direction, increasing the wavelength for positive setting and decreasing wavelength for 

negative setting. For the complete code see Appendix A. The communication between the 

remote and local computers is not always perfect. We employ a handshaking method to 

overcome the communication errors. If the remote computer is not acknowledged after 

one second, the remote program “Scan” hangs up. To prevent this hang up, the program
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“Scan” attempts to communicate with the local computers five times, and the time out for 

each time is set to one second. If the communication fails five times, then a 

communication error is reported.

ScanMate Fine Control

File Parameter Help

Target Wavelength: 372,004 nm
Ufy-

Current grating order is 8
X .; x '
■ i-K ' a

You can set steps from -100 to 100 
The resolution per step is 0,0898 pm 
Current value is 988479

Status: Setting:

191313

1372.004 nm

Rough Set

p u a l  Wavelength: 3720052 nm |joT

Precise Set

Figure 4.1: Main form of the “Scan” software output when monitoring the laser for Iron.

Section 4.3: Field Testing of Sub-picometer Tuning

In Chapter 3, we saw that the effective scattering cross section, Ce//v), of resonance 

scatterers is strongly frequency dependent. As the frequency of the laser changes relative 

to the resonant frequency of the metal atoms, the effective scattering cross section varies 

exponentially (see equation (3.23) for Na and equation (3.25) for Fe). Examining the lidar 

equation, we see that the ratio of resonance to Rayleigh photon counts (equation (3.17)) is 

a function of both altitude and frequency.

(44)
N t (zt , v ) - N .  CT- (v> W

If the density of air remains constant and the metal concentration remains constant, then 

the integrated echo signal from the metal layer normalized by the echo signal from the 

Rayleigh altitude, zq, (typically 30 km) yields,
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(4.5a)

While Cefj(v) varies dramatically with frequency, anR(v) is much less sensitive and may be 

considered constant over the frequency changes of 2 parts in 107. Thus,

The field measurement is conducted as follows; lidar measurements are made at a 

sequence of wavelengths. These measurements yield lidar photon count profiles which 

are then integrated to yield the experimental curve T(vi). The curve T(vj) is then compared 

with several curves C efj(Vj) that are calculated for a range of laser linewidths and atomic 

Doppler widths. The range of atomic Doppler widths is chosen for typical middle 

atmosphere temperature. These temperatures are chosen from the MSIS-E-90 Model 

[Bilitza, 2002], To compare the measured and calculated Cef/vi) curves, we first 

normalize T(vt) using the constant k \

The best fit to the data is obtained by minimizing the rms (root-mean-square) error,

In carrying out this procedure, we assume that the centroid of the curve corresponds 

to the centroid of the curve of Cef/Vi).

We first present a set of measurements of the mesospheric Na layer that allow 

testing of the tuning capability of the laser at 589 nm. The sequence of measurements is 

laid out in Table 4.2. The laser wavelength was conducted in both the rough set and 

precise set modes. From these measurements the laser linewidth varied over 1.2 pm 

between 2.5 pm and 3.7 pm. Accordingly, the effective scattering cross section of the Na 

atoms varied between 4.1 x 10'16m2 and 5.0 x 10’16 m2. The measurements made in the 

rough set mode are shown in Figure 4.2. The six lidar measurements were made at a

T(v) oc Ceff{v) . (4.5b)

.. Z Q ( v , ) - n v , ) (4.6)

to form

C{vi) = k'-Ceff{vi). (4.7)

E rms = [ - Z ( C ( v , . ) - r ( v , . ) ) 2 ] 1 / 2 .n , =1

(4.8)
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resolution of 1.0 pm. The measurement curve is plotted as a solid line with squares. The 

fit to the measurement curve is plotted as a dashed line with crosses. The best fit yields a 

laser linewidth of 3.4 pm. The measurements made in the precise set mode are shown in 

Figure 4.3. The eleven lidar measurements were made at a resolution of two motor steps 

or 0.28 pm ( = 2 x  0.14 pm). The measurement curve is plotted as a solid line with 

squares. The fit to the measurements curve is plotted as a dashed line with crosses. The 

best fit yields a laser linewidth of 2.7 pm. From Table 4.2 and Figures 4.2 and 4.3, it is 

clear that the precise tuning provides a better tuning curve for Na and yields a narrower 

estimate of the laser linewidth.

Table 4.2: The peak values of Ce//v) for the Na tuning curve and linewidth of laser for 
30-31 October 2001.

Start- 

End Set

Tuning

Type

Resolution

(pm)

Temperature 

90 km (K)

Peak Ceff 

(rn2)

Laser linewidth 

(pm)

1-14 Rough 1.0 x 10° 203.1 4.3 x 10'lb 3.4

15-29 Precise 1.4 x 10'1 205.5 4.8 x 10'16 2.7

30-43 Precise 1.4 x 10'1 207.1 5.0 x 10-|b 2.5

44-56 Rough 1.0 x 10° 208.1 4.1 x 10‘10 3.7
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<SI-IMF Na Resonance Lidar

a

Io

Offset (pm)

Figure 4.2: Rough Na tuning measurement from sets 1-14 of the night 30-31 October 
2001.

G I- IM F  Na Resonance Lidar

IO

Offset (pm)

Figure 4.3: Precise Na tuning measurement from sets 15-29 of the night 30-31 October 
2001.
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We now present a set of measurements of the mesospheric Fe layer that allow 

testing of the tuning capability of the laser at 372 nm. The sequence of measurements is 

laid out in Table 4.3. The laser wavelength was also conducted in both the rough set and 

precise set modes. From these measurements the laser linewidth varied over 0.3 pm 

between 0.8 pm and 1.1 pm. Accordingly, the effective scattering cross section of the Fe 

atoms varied between 3.9 x 10'17m2 and 4.8 x 10"17 m2. The measurements made in the 

rough set mode are shown in Figure 4.4. The three lidar measurements were made at a 

resolution of 1.0 pm. The measurement curve is plotted as a solid line with squares. The 

fit to the measurements curve is plotted as a dashed line with crosses. The best fit yields a 

laser linewidth of 1.1 pm. The measurements made in the precise set mode are shown in 

Figure 4.5. The six lidar measurements were made at a resolution of two motor steps or 

0.18 pm (= 2 x 0.09 pm). The measurements curve is plotted as a solid line with squares. 

The fit to the measurements curve is plotted as a dashed line with crosses. The best fit 

yields a laser linewidth of 1.0 pm. From Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4 and 4.5, it is clear that 

the precise tuning does not provide a significant improvement in the estimate of the laser 

linewidth. However, the high resolution tuning allows more accurate tuning of the laser 

to the peak of the atomic spectrum yielding a higher Cef/vi). The results of all the field 

tests (carried out during the course of this study) of the picometer and sub-picometer 

tuning at 372 nm are presented in Appendix B.

Table 4.3: The peak values of Cef/v) for the Fe tuning curve and linewidth of laser for 26- 
27 November 20011 and 22-23 January 20022.

Start- End 

Set

Tuning

Type

Resolution

(pm)

Temperature 

85 km (K)

Peak Ceff 

(nf2)

Laser linewidth 

(pm)

1-16 Precise1 0.9 x 10'1 204.7 4.2 x 10'r/ 1.0

17-22 Rough1 1.0 x 10° 206.2 3.9 x 10‘17 1.1

1-17 Precise2 0.9 x 10'1 198.5 4.6 x 10'1' 0.9

83-95 Precise2 0.9 x 10’1 198.7 4.8 x 10'17 0.8
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6 I-L M F  Fe Resonance Lidar

Offset (pm)

Figure 4.4: Rough Fe tuning measurement from sets 17-22 of the night 26-27 November 
2001.

(S I-IM F Fe Resonance Lidar

Offset (pm)

Figure 4.5: Precise Fe tuning measurement from sets 1-16 of the night 26-27 November 
2001.
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Section 4.4: Effect of Resonant Extinction

The above analysis does not consider the effect of resonance extinction. For all 

scattering, the laser pulse looses energy as it propagates through the atmosphere. Thus the 

measured photon-count signal is less that that expected from lidar equation. This effect is 

especially important in resonance lidar where the scattering cross sections are large. 

Simonich and Clemesha [1983] have analyzed this problem, and have derived the 

following equation,

Here N(z) is the expected photon count from altitude z without extinction, is the 

signal including the effect of extinction, PL is the laser line shape, PR is the resonance 

absorption line shape, a is the column abundance from the bottom of the metal layer 

to altitude z and p(z)is the metal concentration profile. and Q  are convolution terms. 

For Na, Ci is in the order of 10'16 and Ci is in the order 10'31. For Fe, C/ is in the order of 

10'17 and C2 is in the order of 10'33.

To assess how extinction effects the linewidth measurements, we consider typical 

midwinter Na and Fe layers and estimate the expected lidar returns. The midwinter metal 

concentration profiles are chosen as the maximum column abundance of the metal that 

occurs at that time of year. The Na and Fe concentration profiles are plotted in Figure

4.6. The measured raw data includes the effect of extinction. From the raw data, the 

expected photon count profile in the absence of extinction can be calculated with the lidar 

equation (3.13). The integrated counts as a function of wavelength are plotted in Figure 

4.7 (4.7 (a) Na, 4.7(b) Fe). From Figure 4.7, it is clear that the resonant extinction does 

not influence the shape of scattering cross section The peak scattering cross

N(z) = N(z) • [1 -  2 aC, + l a 2C2 ] (4.9a)

where

(4.9b)

and

a -  I p( z ) dz . (4.9c)
•L
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section Cefj(v) values are achieved at the same vL value with and without considering the 

extinction effect. The laser linewidth estimate with and without considering extinction for 

the Na layer measurements is shown in Table 4.4. The linewidths with extinction are 3.58 

pm and 2.64 pm and the linewidths without extinction are 3.55 pm and 2.60 pm, 

respectively. The differences are less than 2 percent, and can be ignored. The laser 

linewidth estimate with and without considering extinction for the Fe layer is also shown 

in Table 4.4. The linewidths with extinction are 1.10 pm and 0.90 pm and the linewidths 

without extinction are also 1.10 pm and 0.90 pm, respectively. Thus, our field 

measurements yield accurate estimates of the laser linewidth and hence the effective 

scattering cross section.

Table 4.4: The comparison of linewidth with and without extinction effort for Na and Fe.

Type of Laser
Linewidth with 

Extinction Effect

Linewidth without 

Extinction Effect
Difference (%)

Na 3.58 3.55 1

Na 2.64 2.60 2

Fe 1.10 1.10 0

Fe 0.90 0.90 0
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Mesospheric Sodium Layer

Concentration (cm'3)
(a)

Mesospheric Iron Layer

Concentration (cm"3)
(b)

Figure 4.6: (a) The mesospheric sodium layer, (b) The mesospheric iron layer.
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GI-UAF Na Resonance Lidar

Frequency (GHz)
(a)

GI-UAF Fe Resonance Lidar

Frequency (GHz)
(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) The comparison of with and without extinction effect for the Na layer, (b) 
The comparison of with and without extinction effect for the Fe layer.
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Chapter 5: Iron Measurement and Temperature Analysis

Section 5.1: Introduction

In this chapter, we first present an overview of the Fe layer observations at PFRR. 

We then present the methodology of the Boltzmann temperature measurements. We also 

present an error analysis of the temperature measurements. Finally, we compare the 

quality of the measurements made in 2000 with 1 pm tuning resolution and the new 

measurements make with higher tuning resolution.

Section 5.2: Observations of the Mesospheric Fe Layer at PFRR

Lidar observations of the mesospheric Fe layer have been ongoing at PFRR since 

December 2000. The Fe layer has a seasonal variation with more atomic Fe presenting in 

winter than summer. This variation has been reported by extensive observations at mid

latitude sites [Kane and Gardner, 1993]. High latitude observations have been less 

extensive. Alpers and co-workers [Alpers et al., 1990; 1994] have also reported lidar 

measurements of the mesospheric Fe layer above Andoya, Norway (69°N, 16°E). These 

Fe measurements were limited to two campaign periods in March-April and September- 

October 1990. Chu and co-workers [Chu et al., 2002] have reported campaign 

measurements of the Fe layer at the north and south poles. However, the seasonal 

variation of the Fe layer has not been reported from high latitudes.

We present new lidar observations of the Fe layer made between November and 

May. These observations represent 30 individual nighttime observations. We characterize 

the amount of Fe by the column abundance C  which is given as,

CA = £ 2 p{z)dz (5.1)

where p(z) is the Fe concentration (introduced in Chapter 3) profile, zy is the lower 

altitude of the Fe layer (~70km) and Z2 is the upper altitude of the Fe layer (-120 km).
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The Fe column abundance measurement for each observation is plotted as a function of 

day in Figure 5.1. As the measurements are made during Fall, Winter and Spring, we plot 

the data from early November (day -60) to late May (day +150). The data from winter 

2000-2001 are plotted as squares while the data from the winter 2001-2002 are plotted as 

circles. There is no systematic difference between the two years. The column abundance 

is a maximum in mid-December and decreases through the spring and early summer. The 

winter maximum is narrow with the abundance falling by 50% within a month of the 

December maximum. To more clearly illustrate the seasonal trend, we average the 

column abundance, CA, for each month. The monthly column abundance is plotted by 

month in Figure 5.2 and tabulated in Table 5.1. The seasonal variation is similar to that 

observed at mid-latitudes; there is a pronounced winter maximum and summer minimum. 

At PFRR the column abundance decreases from the December maximum of 4.0x1010 cm" 

2 to the May value 5.0x109 cm"2, a variation of a factor of eight. The further decrease in 

Fe abundance and increase in daylight prevents midsummer observations at PFRR. The 

seasonal variation at PFRR is greater than that observed at mid-latitudes. Kane and 

Gardner [1993] reported the seasonal variation of the Fe layer at Urbana, IL (40°N, 

88°W). They reported a winter maximum of 1.5 x 1010 cm"2 and summer minimum of 5.0
9 -2x 10 cm" , a variation of a factor of eight. At Andoya, Norway. Alpers and co-workers

[Alpers et al, 1990; 1994] reported that the column abundance varied from 5.7 x 109 cm"2 
10 -2to 1.3 x 10 cm" over a two week period (March-April and September-October) in good 

agreement with springtime measurements at PFRR (~1 x 1010 cm"2).
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Mesospheric Iron Layer

Day Number (Jan 1 = 0)

Figure 5.1: Column abundance of Fe layer from 2000 to 2002.

Mesospheric Iron Layer

Month

Figure 5.2: Monthly average column abundance of Fe layer from Winter 2000 to Spring 
2001 and from Winter 2001 to Spring 2002.
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Table 5.1: Monthly average column abundance of Iron layer from Winter 2000 to Spring 
2001 and Winter 2001 to Spring 2002.

Month Average Column Abundance (cm )

November 2.0 x 1010

December 4.0 x 10‘°

January 2.3 x 1010

February 1.6 x 101U

March 1.3 x 101U

April 6.5 x 10y

May 5.0 x 10y

The larger variation in Fe column abundance at higher latitudes is consistent with 

current chemical models [Kane and Gardner, 1993; Plane et al, 1999]. These models of 

the Fe layer suggest that the Fe abundance varies with temperature. The mesospheric Fe 

layer is created by meteoric ablation and is depleted at its lower boundary by chemical 

processes. The structure of the whole layer is maintained in a complicated chemical 

dynamic equilibrium of Fe atoms and compounds. The amount of free Fe atoms is a 

maximum during the winter (when the mesopause is warmest) and reaches a minimum 

during the summer (when the mesopause is coldest). As the annual temperature variation 

of the mesopause is larger at high latitudes than that at mid-latitudes, the seasonal 

variation of mesospheric Fe column abundance is also larger at high latitudes.

This seasonal variation in the Fe layer is also evident in the concentration profile. 

Figure 5.3 (a, b, c, d, e, and f) shows the average profiles for several observation periods 

throughout the year (November, December, January, February, March and April). These 

profiles show that the Fe layer is asymmetric with a sharp scale height on the bottom- 

side. The bottom-side scale height is approximately half of the topside scale height. This 

characteristic is more obvious in the winter (e.g. November, December and January) than 

in spring and early summer. It is clear that the highest quality Fe lidar measurements can
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be made at PFRR from the middle to the end of December, when the Fe column 

abundance is at its maximum value.

Figure 5.3: The concentration profiles of Fe layer from Winter 2001 to Spring 2002.
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Section 5.3: Fe Boltzmann Temperature Measurements

The Fe resonance lidar at PFRR is a single channel system. The lidar can make 

measurements at only one wavelength at a time. To make measurements sequentially at 

372 nm and 374 nm, the laser is alternately tuned to 372 nm and 374 nm and the 

interference filter in the receiver system is switched to match the laser wavelength. The 

lidar signal at 372 nm is proportional to the number of atoms in the state a5D (J = 3). The 

signal at 374 nm is proportional to the number of atoms in the state a5D (J = 4). Taking 

the ratio of resonance to Rayleigh photon counts, R(z), we have,

P S D J - 3 &  C eff(372) z ]
3̂72 ( Z )  =  

■̂ 374 ( Z )  =

Pa(zo ) cr* (372)

Pa>DJ=SZ) Ce#(374)

(5.2)

(5.3)
Pa^o) **(374) 4 ^ 2  •

If we assume the laser linewidth remains constant at both 372 nm and 374 nm, we can 

solve for the ratio of atoms in the two energy states using equations (3.12), (3.18) and

(3.19),

PaiDJ=
■̂374 (Z) 
3̂72 0 )

3̂72 
V^374 J

372
A

374

&372 2 3741

S3721 3742

<D372
V^374 J

. (5.4)

This ratio of atoms in the two energy states also follows the Boltzmann distribution 

(equation (2.18)). Thus, we can solve for the ambient temperature in terms of lidar 

measurements and the now familiar spectroscopic constants,

T =
ln(^Z?_. Ksys)

R'374

where

Ksys =
X_374 
2V 372 J

V
A372 J

§1742 

& 3722
374

®372

(5.5a)

(5.5b)

As introduced in Chapter 3, To (~598.2K) is the equivalent temperature for the energy 

gap E2-Ei (415.9 cm'1 or 8.26 x 10'21 J) between ground states a5D (J = 3 and J = 4).
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The measurement sequence is shown in Figure 5.4. Measurements are made 

alternately at 372 nm and 374 nm, beginning and ending at 372 nm. The first temperature 

measurement is made by taking the ratio of the resonance Rayleigh ratios for the sum of 

the first and second 372 nm profiles and the first 374 nm profile. The second temperature 

measurement is made by taking the ratio of the resonance Rayleigh ratios for the second 

372 nm profile and the sum of the first and second 374 nm profiles. This method of 

eventually averaging the neighboring profiles at one wavelength around a central profile 

at the other wavelength compensates for variations in the Fe column abundance during 

the observation period. Such variations can be significant and arise due to changes in the 

chemical equilibrium of the Fe layer (caused by changes in atmospheric conditions) and 

spatial variations in the Fe layer as it is advected over the lidar site. Figure 5.5 shows the 

Fe concentration profile on the night of 22-23 January 2002. The structure of the Fe layer 

is clearly observed to change. This change is also reflected in the variation of the column 

abundance. The column abundance increases by a factor of 1.5 during the observation 

period (Table 5.2).

Table 5.2: Variation in Fe column abundance on the night of 22-23 January 2002.
Time Period Column Abundance (cm' )

2100-2230 LST* 1.1 x 1010

0130-0245 LST 1.4 x 101U

0615-0715 LST 1.7 x 1010

*LST = Universal time -  9 hours

The duration of the measurements at each wavelength is determined by this need to 

compensate for structure changes in the Fe layer. If the structure of the Fe layer remained 

constant, we would make the measurements at 374 nm approximately 20 times longer 

than that those at 372 nm. The factor of 20 in the time duration is chosen to compensate 

for the fact that at typical mesospheric temperatures (-200K), the number of atoms in the 

state a^D (J = 4) is 20 (~e"598'2/20°) times less than that in the state a5D (J = 3). Thus the 

number of photon counts at 372 nm and 374 nm could be approximately equal and have
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the same statistical uncertainty. Typically at PFRR the measurements at 372 nm are made 

for 30-60 minutes. This time period yields significant photon count signal for a 

statistically significant Fe concentration profile to be determined, rather than just an 

integrated echo from the whole layer. If we made the 374 nm measurement of duration 20 

times longer, we would obtain only one measurement during the single nighttime 

observation, and could not compensate for structural changes in the Fe layer.

Time

Origin al 
Photon 
Count 
Profiles

Combined 
Photon 
Count 
Profiles

T  emperature

Photon Count Date, at 372 ntn

Photon Count Data at 374 nm

Tempenature Measurement 

Figure 5.4: The averaging algorithm for the calculation of temperature.
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0.0  10* 1.0  10* 2.0  10* 3.0  10*

Concentration (cm’ 3)
(a)

Concentration (cm-3)
(b)

Concentration (cm"3)
(c)

Figure 5.5: The Fe concentration profile as a function of altitude on the night of 22-23 
January 2002 at 2100 LST (a), at 0130 LST (b), and 0615 LST (c).
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On the night of 22-23 January 2002, a set of measurements was made at PFRR. 

Three measurements were made at 372 nm and two measurements were made at 374 nm. 

The timing of the measurement sequence is given in Table 5.3. The integrated photon 

count profiles of the measurements at 372 nm and 374 nm are plotted in Figure 5.6. The 

profile at 372 nm represents the cumulative echo from 480,000 laser shots over 3.75 

hours. The profile at 374 nm represents the cumulative echo from 816,000 laser shots 

over 5.0 hours. Taking the ratio of the total photon signal at 372 nm (576100) and 374 

nm (25545) we find from equation (5.5) that the layer-averaged temperature was 216.7 K 

on the night of 22-23 January 2002 at PFRR. This temperature is in agreement with the 

MSIS-90 Model which gives a temperature of ~218 K for late January at PFRR.

Table 5.3: Fe Boltzmann temperatures measurement procedure (time period and 
wavelength) on the night of 22-23 January 2002.

Time Period Wavelength Shots

2100-2230 LST 372 nm 160,000

2300-0115 LST 374 nm 360,000

0130-0245 LST 372 nm 160,000

0315-0600 LST 374 nm 456,000

0615-0715 LST 372 nm 160,000
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Figure 5.6: The measured photon count signal profile at 372 nm and 374 nm on the night 
of 22-23 January 2002.

Before considering the temperature measurements in greater detail we now 

determine the error associated with the lidar measurements. We consider the uncertainty 

in the Fe Boltzmann temperature measurements due to uncertainties in three sources. 

These sources are the uncertainty in the equivalent temperature the uncertainty in the 

spectroscopic constants (and hence Ksys), and the uncertainty in the photon count signal. 

The uncertainty in the temperature measurements arising from each of these sources can 

be determined through a standard propagation of errors analysis [e.g. Bevington, 1969], 

The uncertainties are characterized by their variance,

, 2.   i_ 2
V°V )t0 -  '°T*

-L A0
(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)
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where crj. and cr2Ksys are the variance of To and Ksys, respectively, and <y\m and cr2Rm are 

the variance of the ratio of resonance to Rayleigh photon counts. » (°r)x- an(^

(cry)N are the uncertainties caused by To, Ksys and photon counts respectively. To and

Ksys are constants derived from spectroscopic constants. We assume both <j t / T0 and

^Ksys! Ksys are 1 x 10'3. The temperature uncertainties due to these factors are very

small and they are just 0.1% and 0.04%, respectively. The resonance Rayleigh ratio is 

given as,

^  _ Npe ~ ! B̂K) ' N BK_ [̂s-Fe
N r}, ~ (Tr>! / Lbk ) • N bk N s_Ru

where NFe is total Fe photon counts, Ngy is total Rayleigh photon counts and Nbk is total 

background photon counts. LFe is the width of Fe layer, LFy is the width of Rayleigh layer 

and LBk is the width of background layer. Ns-Fe is total Fe photon signals and Ns-Ry is total 

Rayleigh photon signals. Here the signal photon counts is the total photon counts minus 

the background photon counts. The variance of the uncertainty in the resonance Rayleigh 

ratio can be written as,

Ns-Fe Ns_Ry ■ R + a • N BK + b • • R

g.2 = [ + « 2 - ^ - 2 - a - 6 - i ? - ^ + 6 2 -i?2- iV^J

Ns-Ry

where a = Lf£/Lbk and b = Lr/ L bk■ We see that the photon count error is a function of the 

background photon counts as well as the Rayleigh and Fe photon signals. For the 

measurements of the night of January 22-23 2002, the various components of the photon 

count signal are presented in the Table 5.4. From this data, we find an uncertainty of 0.2 

K due to 0.1% uncertainty in To, 0.1 K due to 0.1% uncertainty in Ksys and 2.3 K due to 

photon count error. Clearly, the uncertainty in the photon counts is the dominant 

contribution to the uncertainty in the temperature measurement. Fe Boltzmann 

temperatures were also made on two other occasions in the winter of 2001-2002. The 

layer-averaged temperatures for the observation period are tabulated in Table 5.4. The 

evolution of the temperature of each observation period is presented in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.4: Fe Boltzmann temperature measurement log table of the winter of 2001-2002.
Date 09-10 January 2002 22-23 January 2002

The averaged temperature (K) 243.0 216.7

(ot)to (K)1 0.2 0.2

(aT)Ksys (K)” 0.1 0.1

(ot)n (K) 1.9 2.3

(ot)t (K) 1.9 2.3

372 nm 374 nm 372 nm 374 nm

Laser shots 176000 192000 480000 816000

Nbk 786696 1334936 3265849 4242112

NRy 827443 469230 1817961 1919726

NFe 804018 165306 943324 502545

Lbk 1333 1333 1333 1333

LRy 27 27 27 27

LFe 143 143 150 150

Ns-Ry 811520 442211 1751860 1833866

Ns-Fe 719687 22206 576100 25545

I assume <j To /T0is 1 x 10"3.

II assume <j  K / K  is 1 x 10'3.

Table 5.5: Fe Boltzmann temperature derived in the winter of 2001-2002.

Measurement
Temperature (K)

09-10 January 2002 22-23 January 2002

1 243.0 ± 1.9 183.514.5

2 215.5 13.2

3 238.5 12.6

Whole night 243.01 1.9 216.712.3
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Section 5.4: Improvement on Temperature Measurement

Fe Boltzmann temperature measurements were also made in the winter of 2000- 

2001. These measurements were made with 1 pm tuning resolution while the 

measurements in the winter of 2001-2002 were made at 0.09 pm tuning resolution. We 

expect the lidar measurements in 2001-2002 to be of higher quality due to the more 

precise laser tuning.

Comparison of the Fe photon count signal on two different observation periods is 

not a direct measure of lidar system performance. The resonance signal is a function of 

several quantities that vary observation-to-observation; the laser energy, the Fe 

concentration, the effective scattering cross section, and the duration of the 

measurements. To remove the sensitivity to the duration of the observations, we consider 

all signals on a per laser shot basis. To remove the sensitivity to the Fe concentration, we 

normalize by column abundance. To remove the sensitivity to the laser energy, we 

normalize the resonance photon count signal by the Rayleigh photon count signal. From 

the measurements of the night of 15-16 December 2000, the normalized Fe photon count 

signals at 372 nm and 374 nm are 2.18 x 10'” and 8.40 x 10’13, respectively. From the 

measurements on the night of 22-13 January 2002, the normalized Fe photon count 

signals at 372 nm and 374 nm are 2.42 x 10'" and 1.02 x 10'12, respectively. We attribute 

this improvement of 11% at 372 nm and 21% at 374 nm to an increase in the effective 

scattering cross section of Fe (Table 5.6). This increase arises due to more precise tuning 

of the laser wavelength.
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Table 5.6: Comparison of Fe Boltzmann temperature uncertainty of the nights of 15-16 
December 2000 and 22-23 January 2002.

15-16 December 2000 22-23 January 2002

Whole night temperature (K) 209.5 ± 1.0 216.7 ±2.3

Iron column abundance (cm'2) 4.70 x 101U 1.36 x 101U

372 nm 374 nm 372 nm 374 nm

Laser shots 336000 720000 480000 816000

Nbk 393883 785790 3265849 4242112

NRy 652210 835554 1817961 1919726

NFe 722407 156214 943324 502545

Ns-Ry 644238 819650 1751860 1833866

Ns-Fe 660401 32514 576100 25545

Normalized Ns-Fe (x 1 0 ' 1U) 0.2181 0.0084 0.2418 0.0102

Improvement 1 1 1.11 1.21

Normalized Nbk by laser shots 1.17 1.09 6.80 5.20

Comparison 1 1 5.8 4.8

(ot)n (K) 1.0 2.3

ot2 based on Ns-Fe (K2) 0.0082 0.1658 0.0106 0.2400

oT2 based on Ns-Ry (K2) 0.0084 0.0066 0.0035 0.0033

cT2 based on Nbk (K2) 0.0010 0.7291 0.0076 4.9826

(ot2)n (K2) 0.0118 0.9014 0.0217 5.2260

The estimate of the improvement in the lidar system is a conservative lower bound. 

The estimate of the Fe concentration is proportional to the actual photon count signal 

divided by the estimate of the effective scattering cross section. From equations (3.18) 

and (3.25), the effective scattering cross section, is a Gaussian function of the

difference between the laser frequency (v/.) and the center frequency of the Fe absorption 

spectrum (vc), vi - vc. When these frequencies coincide (v/, = vc), Cef/v)has a maximum 

value. The field tuning procedure yields the linewidth of the laser and hence the rms
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width of Cef/v). This procedure does not guarantees the accuracy of the laser tuning 

during the ongoing lidar measurements. During lidar measurements the laser wavelength 

is periodically dithered to ensure accurate laser tuning. Thus the value of Ce//v)  used to 

determine the Fe concentration is an over estimate of the actual value. Accordingly, the 

estimated Fe concentration is an under estimate of the actual value. In 2000-2001 the 

tuning resolution of the laser was 1 pm. Modeling this as a zero-mean uniform random 

variable, the variance in the wavelength is 1/12 pm2 [Bevington, 1969]. Assuming a 

temperature of 209.5 K and an error of (1/12)172 in laser tuning, this results in the actual 

value of Cefj(v)being 0.8 times the value when there is no tuning error. In 2001-2002, the 

tuning resolution was 0.09 pm yielding an associated variance of 6.8 x 10"4 pm2. This 

tuning error yields a value of Cef/v) that is 99.8 % of the maximum value. Thus the 

improvement in the laser measurements from 2001-2002 to 2000-2001 is actually a factor 

of between 1.4 (= 1.1/0.8) and 1.5 (= 1.2/0.8) or 40% to 50%.

The temperatures and uncertainties derived in the winter of 2000-2001 are tabulated 

in Table 5.7. Comparing Table 5.5 and Table 5.7, the uncertainties measured with 1 pm 

laser tuning resolution are less than that with 0.09 pm laser tuning resolution. The 

temperature error for the entire night is 1.0 K on 15-16 December 2000 and 2.3 K on 22- 

23 January 2002. After we compare the data of 15-16 December 2000 and 2.3 K on 22-23 

January 2002 more carefully, we find there was much more background noise on 22-23 

January 2002 than that on 15-16 December 2000. The normalized background photon 

count is approximately five times larger on 22-23 January 2002 than that on 15-16 

December 2000. This increase in background skylight was also recorded by the Meridian 

Scanning Photometer (MSP) at PFRR. The MSP records the distribution of skylight at 

several wavelengths associated with auroral emissions [Morse and Romick, 1982], The 

MSP data are recorded in a Keogram, which presents the skylight intensity as a function 

of angle and time. A single scan of the sky appears as a column in the Keogram. The 

Keogram for the nights of 15-16 December 2000 and 22-23 January 2002 are plotted in 

Figure 5.7 and 5.8, respectively. From equations (3.18) and (5.10), the uncertainty in the 

photon count signal and the temperature increases with background photon count level.
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We can determine the contribution of the different components of the photon count signal 

(resonance, Rayleigh and background) to the total measurement uncertainty. The values 

of these contributions to the temperature measurement uncertainty are tabulated in Table

5.6. Clearly, the auroral activity on the night of 22-23 January 2002 is the dominant 

contribution to the measurement uncertainty. Thus the improvement in the lidar system 

performance is marked by the skylight conditions on these two observations.

Table 5.7: Mesospheric temperatures derived during the night of 15-16 December 2000.
Measurement Temperature (K)

1 182.0 ± 1.5

2 182.3 ± 1.7

3 185.412.0

4 204.3 12.2

5 215.212.4

6 207.212.4

7 208.412.7

8 240.6 1 2.8

9 257.1 12.6

Whole night 209.5 1 1.0
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Poker Flat Research Range: 65N, 147W, 16-Dec-2000
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Figure 5.7: PFRR Meridian Scanning Photometer record on the night of 15-16 December 
2000.

Poker Flat Research Range: 65N, 147W, 2 3 -Jan-2002

02 :00:00 04 :00:00 06:0000  <38:00^0  10:00:00 12:00:00 14:00:00  16:00:00
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Figure 5.8: PFRR Meridian Scanning Photometer record on the night of 22-23 January 
2002 .
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Further Work

Section 6.1: Conclusions and Further Work

We have developed, demonstrated and evaluated a high resolution tuning control 

system for the excimer pumped dye laser system at PFRR. This system allows more 

precise tuning of the laser and hence more accurate and higher quality measurements of 

the mesospheric metals. This new improvement in the signal performance allows lidar 

measurements with lower Fe and Na concentrations than earlier studies. This has 

extended the scope of the lidar measurements in two ways; lidar measurements can be 

made later into the summer when the metal abundances reach their seasonal minimum, 

and the quality of the Fe Boltzmann temperature measurements is significantly improved.

The seasonal variation of the Fe layer column abundance shows a pronounced 

winter maximum in mid-December and steadily decreases through Spring into Summer. 

This variation is constant with the seasonal variation in temperature. The measurement of 

seasonal variation has allowed us to assess the quality of Fe Boltzmann temperature 

measurements at PFRR. Given the specifications of the current lidar system, useful 

temperature measurements can be made from mid November to late January. 

Furthermore, the quality of the measurements is sensitive to skylight conditions and 

should be limited to nights with little auroral activity.

A major limitation of the current lidar measurements is the lack of a closed loop 

laboratory reference control system. A closed loop control system is currently under 

development at UAF and is expected to be incorporated into the lidar system in the Fall 

of 2003. Finally, the size of the telescope limits the photon count signal and hence the 

measurement quality. The 60 cm receiver telescope will be replaced by a 104 cm 

diameter telescope in the Fall of 2003. This new telescope will yield a factor of 1.7 

improvement in the lidar signal and a 30% improvement in the measurement uncertainty.
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Appendix A: Code for Wavelength Tuning Control Program

The program of “Scan” was developed in Microsoft Visual Basic Integrated 

Develop Environment (IDE). The Visual Basic version is 6.0 with service pack3 (SP3). 

There are three forms and a common module in this program, and corresponding sources 

code are listed here.

Project: ScanMate Control
'Form/Module: Main Form (frmMain) 
'Author: Tao Hou
'Date: January,08,2002
'History: 1.00

Option Explicit

Private strSendContent As String 
Private strReceiveContent As String 
Private intReceiveLen As Integer 
Private blnReceivedFlag As Boolean 
Private blnCommErrFlag As Boolean

'Send Content 
'Receive Content 
'expected Receive Length 
'Received Flag for Comm 
'Error Flag for Comm

Private blnCommTimerOutFlag As Boolean 'TimeOut Flag for Comm

Private blnWaitFlag As Boolean 
Private blnPreciseSetFlag As Boolean 
Private blnRoughSetFlag As Boolean 
Private blnFirstFlag As Boolean

'Wait Flag for delaying
'Precise Set button has been clicked
'Rough Set Button has been clicked

Private mlngPreciseSetValue As Long 
Private mdblRoughSetValue As Double

Private grating_theory As Double 
Private grating_actual As Double 
Private m_grate As Integer 
Private curResolution As Double

'Precise Setting Value 
'Rough Setting Value

'read by macro command
'read by basic command and calculate
'grating number
'current resolution of each step

Function: Public function for Communication 
Input: TxString: Send Contents 

RxString: Recv Contents 
RxLen: Recv Length 

Output: True: Communcation sucess
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False: Communcation Failure

Public Function comCommunication(TxString As String, RxString As String, RxLen As 
Integer) As Boolean

Dim dummy
Dim CommCNT As Integer

'Set communication port 
comComm.CommPort = GetCommPort() 
comComm.Settings = GetCommSetting()
sbrStatus.Panels(2).Text = "Setting:" + str(GetCommPort()) + + GetCommSettingO

'If there is error, resume to the next 
On Error Resume Next

'OPen the Communication Port 
comComm.PortOpen = True

If Err Then
MsgBox ("The Communication Port you are using is not available, please

Change ")
comCommunication = False 
Exit Function 

End If

comComm.SThreshold = 1
comComm.RThreshold = 1 'receive 1 charactor, event happen one time

CommCNT = 0 
Do

'Enable to read Input by one time 
comComm.InputLen = 0

'Clear Received flag 
blnReceivedFlag = False 
blnCommErrFlag = False
blnCommTimerOutFlag = False 'Clear Comm Time

strSendContent = TxString 
strReceiveContent = "" 
intReceiveLen = RxLen

comComm.Output = strSendContent
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sbrStatus.Panels(l).Text = "Status: Sending......"
'Waiting for the reply from the opponent 
Do

'passes control to the operating system 
dummy - DoEvents()

'Correct receive data
If intReceiveLen <= 0 Or blnReceivedFlag Then 

RxString = strReceiveContent 
RxLen = RxLen - intReceiveLen 
comCommunication = True 
Exit Do 

End If

'Timeout or Error Happened
If blnCommTimerOutFlag Or blnCommErrFlag Then 

comCommunication = False 
Exit Do 

End If 
Loop
If comCommunication = True Then Exit Do 
CommCNT = CommCNT + 1 
If CommCNT = 3 Then Exit Do ' Try 3 times 

Loop
'Close Communication Port 
comComm.PortOpen - False

'Timeout
If blnCommTimerOutFlag Then MsgBox ("Time Out for Reply, Please Check the 

setting or Circuit...")

'Error Happened
If blnCommErrFlag Then MsgBox ("Communication Error happened, Please Check 

the Program...")

If comCommunication = False Then Delay (1000)
End Function

Subroutine: Service routine for Communication Events 
Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub comComm_OnComm() 
Dim rx As String
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Select Case comComm.CommEvent 
' Handle each event or error by placing 
' code below each case statement

' Errors
Case comEventBreak ' A Break was received. 

blnCommErrFlag = True
Case comEventFrame ' Framing Error 

blnCommErrFlag = True
Case comEventOverrun ' Data Lost. 
blnCommErrFlag = True

Case comEventRxOver ' Receive buffer overflow. 
blnCommErrFlag = True

Case comEventRxParity ' Parity Error. 
blnCommErrFlag = True

Case comEventTxFull ' Transmit buffer full. 
blnCommErrFlag = True

Case comEventDCB ' Unexpected error retrieving DCB]
blnCommErrFlag = True

' Events
Case comEvCD ' Change in the CD line.
Case comEvCTS ' Change in the CTS line.
Case comEvDSR ' Change in the DSR line.
Case comEvRing ' Change in the Ring Indicator.
Case comEvReceive ' Received RThreshold # of chars.

sbrStatus.Panels(l).Text = "Status: Receiving "
intReceiveLen = intReceiveLen - comComm.InBufferCount 
rx = comComm.Input
strReceiveContent = strReceiveContent + rx 
If rx = Chr(bCR) Then 

blnReceivedFlag = True 
tmrComm.Enabled = False 

Else
tmrComm.Interval =10 
tmrComm.Enabled = True 

End If
Case comEvSend ' There are SThreshold number of characters in the transmitbuffer. 

sbrStatus.Panels(l).Text = "Status: Idle" 
tmrComm.Interval = 100 
tmrComm.Enabled = True

Case comEvEOF ' An EOF charater was found in the input stream 
End Select
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End Sub

Subroutine: Service routine for PreciseSet Button Clicked Event 
Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub cmdPreciseSet_Click()
Dim intValue As Integer 
Dim result As Integer 
Dim confirm As String

'Value Range check 
intValue = txtActualStep.Text 
If intValue < -100 Then 

txtActualStep.Text = -100 
Elself intValue >100 Then 

txtActualStep.Text =100 
Else 

'OK
txtActualStep.Text = intValue
confirm = "Are you sure to change " + txtActualStep.Text + " steps" + vbCrLf+ 

"From " + str(glngGratingActual) + " To " + str(glngGratingActual + 
intValue) 

result = MsgBox(confirm, vbYesNo)
If result = vbYes Then 'if message box is replying yes

cmdRoughSet.Enabled = False 'disable the command button
cmdPreciseSet.Enabled = False 'disable the command button
blnPreciseSetFlag = True
mlngPreciseSetV alue = glngGratingActual + intValue 

End If 
End If 

End Sub

Subroutine: Service routine for RoughSet Button Clicked Event 
Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub cmdRoughSet_Click() 
Dim dblValue As Double 
Dim IngValue As Long 
Dim result As Integer 
Dim confirm As String

'Data be trimed to decimal point 3
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dblValue = txtTargetWave.Text 
IngValue = (dblValue) * 1000 
dblValue = lngV alue/1000

'Value range checked 
If dblValue < 300 Then 

txtTargetWave.Text = Format(300#, "###0.000")
Elself dblValue > 1056 Then

txtTargetWave.Text = Format(1056#, "###0.000")
Else

txtTargetWave.Text = Format(dblValue, "###0.000")
confirm = "Are you sure to set the wavelength to " + txtTargetWave.Text + " nm" 
result = MsgBox(confirm, vbYesNo)
If result = vbYes Then

cmdRoughSet.Enabled = False 
cmdPreciseSet.Enabled = False 
blnRoughSetFlag = True 
mdblRoughSetValue = dblValue 

End If 
End If 

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for Main form First Load Event 
1 Input: Nothing 
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub Form_Load()
'Initialize the communication parameter
Call Parameterlnitialize
blnFirstFlag = False

'set the command button unable
cmdRoughSet.Enabled = False
cmdPreciseSet.Enabled = False

End Sub

Subroutine: Service routine for Main Form was UnLoad by Close command
' on the Control menu Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer)
End

End Sub
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Subroutine: Service routine for Menu About Clicked Event 
Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub mnuAbout_Click() 
'Show About Form 
frmAbout.Show vbModal 

End Sub

Subroutine: Service routine for Menu Save Clicked Event
Save Current Actual Lamba, Actual Motor Steps, and Grating Constant 
Save Current Theory Lamba, Grating order, and Current resolution 

Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub mnuSave_Click()
Dim FileName As String 
Dim RET As Integer 
Dim hContentFile As Integer

On Error Resume Next

cdlCommon.Flags = cdlOFNCreatePrompt 
cdlCommon.CancelError = True

' Get the log filename from the user. 
cdlCommon.DialogTitle = "Save Wavelength Log File" 
cdlCommon.Filter = "LOG Files (*.LOG)|*.log|All Files (*.*)|*.*"

cdlCommon.FileName = "" 
cdlCommon.ShowSave 
If Err = cdlCancel Then Exit Sub 
FileName = cdlCommon.FileName

' If the file already exists, ask if the user wants to overwrite the file or add to it. 
RET = Len(dir(FileName))
If Err Then

MsgBox Error$, 48 
Exit Sub 

End If
hContentFile = FreeFile
Open FileName For Append Access Write As hContentFile 
If Err Then
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MsgBox Error$, 48 
Close hContentFile 
Exit Sub 

Else
'Go to the end of the file so that new data can be appended.
Seek hContentFile, LOF(hContentFile) + 1 

End If
Write #hContentFile, "Theory wavelength: "+ str(grating_theory) + Grating order:

+ str(m_grate) + Resolution: "+Format(curResolution * 1000, "#0.######") + "pm" 
Write #hContentFile, "Actual wavelength: " + str(grating_actual) + Motor Steps: "+_ 

str(glngGratingActual) + Grating Const.: " + str(glngGratingConstant)
Write #hContentFile,
Close hContentFile 

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for Menu Exit Clicked Event 
' End of whole program 
' Input: Nothing 
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub mnuExit_Click()
End

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for Menu Para Clicked Event
' Setting parameters of commuction Port
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub mnuParaComm_Click()
frmDialog.Show vbModal

End Sub

Subroutine: Service routine for Communication Timer Out Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub tmrComm_Timer()
'If in 10 millisecond, there is no new byte received, we assume the communication 

finish
If tmrComm.Interval =10 Then 

blnReceivedFlag = True 
Else 'In the other case it is time out 

blnCommTimerOutFlag = True
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End If
tmrComm.Enabled = False 

End Sub

Subroutine: Service routine for Waiting Timer Out Event 
Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub tmrWait_Timer() 
blnWaitFlag = True 
tmrWait.Enabled = False 

End Sub

Function: Delay appointed time because of Communication Timer Out or Error 
Unit' milisecond 

Input: msec: Delay time in milisecond 
Output: Nothing

Private Function Delay(msec As Integer) 
Dim dummy 
blnWaitFlag = False 
tmrWait. Interval = msec 
tmrWait.Enabled = True 
Do

dummy = DoEvents 
Loop Until blnWaitFlag = True 

End Function

Subroutine: Service routine for the Tablndex = 0 control on Main Form GotFocus 
Event. When several controls on the Form and Form want to use GotFocus 
Events, only the control with Tablndex = 0 will respond the GotFocus Event. 
In this design the txtActualStep has the Tablndex = 0 

Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub txtActualStep_GotFocus() 
If blnFirstFlag = False Then 

blnFirstFlag = True 
Call Status_Loop 

End If 
End Sub

' Function: Main Routine for Controlling Status changing 
' Input: Nothing



' Output: Nothing
I____________________ ______

Private Function Status_Loop()
Dim dummy
Dim RxMode As Integer ' Monitor mode control 
Dim firstloop As Boolean ' First loop flag 
Dim sts As Boolean ' Communication Status

Dim status As Boolean ' current status : True: moving; False:Stop

'initialize flag 
RxMode = 0 
firstloop = True 
blnPreciseSetFlag = False 
blnRoughSetFlag = False

'initialize setting 
txtActualStep.Text = 0

'Initialize the grating constant 
sts = False 
Do

sts = bRequestGratingConstant()
Loop Until sts = True

Do
dummy = DoEvents()
If blnPreciseSetFlag Then 'Have Precise Set 

sts = bSetAll(mlngPreciseSetValue, 0, 0, 0)
If sts = True Then blnPreciseSetFlag = False 

Elself blnRoughSetFlag Then 'Have Rough Set 
sts = mSetWavelength(mdblRoughSetValue)
If sts = True Then blnRoughSetFlag = False 

Else 'No, Polling 
Select Case (RxMode Mod 3)
Case 0 ' Busy check 

sts = bRequestStatus(status)
If sts = True And status = False Then 

cmdRoughSet.Enabled = True 
cmdPreciseSet.Enabled = True 

End If
Case 1 ' Theory Position read 

'Read the Target value
sts = mRequestWavelength(grating_theory)
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If sts Then 
'Get the grate order
migrate = getGratingOrder(grating_theory)

'display the Target wavelenth
lblTargetWave.Caption = "Target Wavelength: "+ str(grating_theory) + " nm" 
lblCurGrating.Caption = "Current grating order is " + str(m_grate)

'First Loop setting 
If firstloop = True Then

txtTargetWave.Text = Format(grating_theory, "##0.000") 
firstloop = False 

End If 
End If

Case 2 ' Actual Position read 
'Read reality value 
sts = bRequestAll()

If sts = True Then 
'Get the Actual wavelength
grating_actual = get Actual Addr(glngGrating Actual, m_grate)
'display Actual wavelength
lblActualWave.Caption = "Actual Wavelength: "+ str(grating_actual) + " nm" 
curResolution = gdblPerStep / m_grate
lblComment.Caption = "You can set steps from -100 to 100" + vbCrLf + _ 

"The resolution per step is " + Format (curResolution * 1000, #0.####") +_ 
" pm " + vbCrLf + "Current value is " + str(glngGratingActual)

End If 
End Select
RxMode = RxMode + 1 
If RxMode - 3 Then RxMode = 0 

End If 
Loop 

End Function

Project: ScanMate Control
Form/Module: Dialog Form (frmDialog) 
Author: Tao Hou
Date: January,08,2002
History: 1.00
Explanation:
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Option Explicit
Private mintCommPort As Integer 
Private mstrCommBaudRate As String 
Private mstrCommParity As String 
Private mstrCommByte As String 
Private mstrCommStop As String

Subroutine: Service routine for CANCEL Button Clicked Event 
Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub cmdCancel_Click() 
gintCommPort = mintCommPort 
gstrCommBaudRate = mstrCommBaudRate 
gstrCommParity = mstrCommParity 
gstrCommByte = mstrCommByte 
gstrCommStop = mstrCommStop 
Unload Me 

End Sub

Subroutine: Service routine for OK Button Clicked Event 
Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub cmdOK_Click() 
Unload Me 

End Sub

Subroutine: Service routine for Dialog Form Load Event 
Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub Form_Load()
mintCommPort = gintCommPort 
mstrCommBaudRate = gstrCommBaudRate 
mstrCommParity = gstrCommParity 
mstrCommByte = gstrCommByte 
mstrCommStop = gstrCommStop 

End Sub

Subroutine: Service routine for optB1200 Clicked Event 
Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing
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Private Sub optB1200_Click() 
gstrCommBaudRate = "1200" 

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optB 19200 Clicked Event 
' Input: Nothing 
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optB19200_Click()
gstrCommBaudRate = "19200"

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optB2400 Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optB2400_Click()
gstrCommBaudRate = "2400"

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optB300 Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optB300_Click()
gstrCommBaudRate = "300"

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optB4800 Clicked Event
1 Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optB4800_Click()
gstrCommBaudRate = "4800"

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optB600 Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optB600_Click() 
gstrCommBaudRate = "600" 

End Sub
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' Subroutine: Service routine for optBit7 Clicked Event 
' Input: Nothing 
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optBit7_Click() 
gstrCommByte = "7"

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optBit8 Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optBit8_Click()
gstrCommByte - "8"

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optEven Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optEven_Click()
gstrCommParity = "E"

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optNone Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optNone_Click()
gstrCommParity = "N"

End Sub
i

' Subroutine: Service routine for optOdd Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing
t ... .

Private Sub optOdd_Click()
gstrCommParity = "0"

End Sub
i __

' Subroutine: Service routine for optPortl Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing
I
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Private Sub optPortl_Click() 
gintCommPort = 1 

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optPort2 Clicked Event 
' Input: Nothing 
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optPort2_Click()
gintCommPort = 2

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optStopl Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optStopl_Click()
gstrCommStop = " 1"

End Sub

' Subroutine: Service routine for optStop2 Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub optStop2_Click()
gstrCommStop = "2"

End Sub

'Project: ScanMate Control
'Form/Module: About Form (frmAbout)
'Author: Tao Hou
'Date: January,08,2002
'History: 1.00

Option Explicit

' Subroutine: Service routine for OK Button Clicked Event
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Nothing

Private Sub cmdOK_Click() 
Unload Me 

End Sub
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Subroutine: Service routine for Dialog Form Load Event 
Input: Nothing 
Output: Nothing

Private Sub Form_Load()
Me.Caption = "About " & App.Title
lblVersion.Caption = "Version " & App.Major & & App.Minor & & _

App.Revision
lblDescription.Caption = "The Formula using in this program is " + vbCrLf + _

"Lamda = [grat.* DLamda(nm) + Lamda0(nm)*0.001]/m " + vbCrLf+ 
"Lamda = actual wavelength(nm)" + vbCrLf + _
"DLamda = 7.184353* 10A-4nm/grating order" + vbCrLf + _
"grat. = actual grating position (motor steps)" + vbCrLf + _
"m = grating order, 3...8" + vbCrLf + _
"LamdaO = corresponds to the grating calibration constant" 

lblDisclaimer.Caption = "Author: Tao Hou " + vbCrLf + "" + vbCrLf + _
"Copyright, 2001-2002 Lidar Group GI/UAF"

End Sub

Project: ScanMate Control
Form/Module:Global Module (common module)
Author: Tao Hou
Date: January,08,2002
History: 1.00
Explanation:

1 .Some functions in this modules are not used in current version, 
Leave it here, they might be useful in the future. 

2.#If...#Else...#End If is the conditional compilation, you can set it in 
Project' "Properties" in "Project" Menu

Option Explicit
Public gintCommPort As Integer 
Public gstrCommBaudRate As String 
Public gstrCommParity As String 
Public gstrCommByte As String 
Public gstrCommStop As String

Public glngGratingConstant As Long

Public glngGratingActual As Long 
Public gintEtalonActual As Integer 
Public gintCrystalActual As Integer

'Port
'Baud rate 

'None Even or Odd 
'8 or 7 bit 
'1 or 2 bit

'grating calibration constant

'Actual grating position (motor steps) 
'Used, but no real meaning 
'Used, but no real meaning
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Public gintReserveActual As Integer 'Used, but no real meaning

Public Const gdblPerStep As Double = 0.0007184353 'unit "run"
Public Const glngMaxSteps As Long = 1257146 'Maxim step the motor can support

' Constant for communication using Macro Command

Public Const mOpmode As String = "D:OPMODE"
Public Const mWavelength As String = "D: WAVELENGTH" 
Public Const mScans As String = "D:SCANS"
Public Const mReprate As String = "D:REPRATE"
Public Const mTrigger As String = "D:TRIGGER"

Public Const mOff As String = "OFF"
Public Const mSet As String = "SET"
Public Const mScan As String = "SCAN"
Public Const mStop As String = "STOP"
Public Const mCont As String = "CONT"

Public Const mSetGrating As String = "GRATING"
Public Const mScanBurst As String = "BURST"
Public Const mScanCont As String = "CONT"

Public Const mSend As String = "="
Public Const mPoll As String = "?"
Public Const mComma As String =

' Constant for communication using Basic Command

Public Const bAllStep As String = "A"
Public Const bOneStep As String = "D"
Public Const bReprate As String = "R"
Public Const bCount As String = "C"
Public Const bMode As String = "M"
Public Const bGratingConstant As String = "G" 
Public Const bStatus As String = "S"
Public Const bUp As String = "U"
Public Const bDown As String = "D"
Public Const bCR As Long = &HD

Public Const bSet As String = "S"
Public Const bRequest As String = "?"

' Function: Initialize the Communication Parameter
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' Input: Nothing 
1 Output: Nothing

Public Function Parameterlnitialize() 
gintCommPort = 1 
gstrCommBaudRate = "9600" 
gstrCommParity = "N" 
gstrCommByte = "8" 
gstrCommStop = " 1"

End Function

' Function: Get Communication Port wants to be used 
' Input: Nothing 
' Output: Port number

Public Function GetCommPort() As Integer
GetCommPort = gintCommPort

End Function

' Function: Get Communication Parameter Setting
' Input: Nothing
' Output: Communication Parameter Setting

Public Function GetCommSetting() As String
GetCommSetting = gstrCommBaudRate + + gstrCommParity +

& gstrCommByte + + gstrCommStop
End Function

Function: Common communication program for all modules 
Input: TxString: Send Contents 

RxString: Recv Contents 
RxLen: Recv Length 

Output: True: Communcation sucess 
False: Communcation Failure

Public Function Communication(TxString As String, RxString As String, RxLen As 
Integer) As Boolean

Communication = frmMain.comCommunication(TxString, RxString, RxLen) 
End Function

Function: Macro Command to read for theory wavelength 
Input: grating: Current Position (Reading value)
Output: True: Communcation sucess 

False: Communcation Failure
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Public Function mRequestWavelength(grating As Double) As Boolean 
Dim TxString As String 
Dim RxString As String 
Dim RxLen As Integer 
Dim result As Boolean

'constitute the header of communication 
TxString = mWavelength + mPoll 
RxLen = 5 + 1 + 3 ' set the assume rx length

#If ComDebug = 0 Then
result = Communication(TxString, RxString, RxLen)

#Else
RxLen = 7 
result = True 
RxString = "372.004"

#End If

If result Then
grating = RxString 

End If
mRequest Wavelength = result 

End Function

Function: Macro Command to set target wavelength 
Input: grating : Objective Position(Setting Value) 
Output: True: Communcation sucess 

False: Communcation Failure

Public Function mSetWavelength(grating As Double) As Boolean 
Dim TxString As String 
Dim RxString As String 
Dim RxLen As Integer 
Dim result As Boolean

'constitute the header of communication
TxString = mOpmode + mSend + mSet + mComma + mSetGrating + "(" + str(grating) 

+")" + Chr(bCR)
RxLen = 0 'set the assume rx length

#If ComDebug = 0 Then
result = Communication(TxString, RxString, RxLen)

#Else
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RxLen = 0 
result = True 

#End If

mSetWavelength = result 
End Function

Function: Basic Command to read for actrual position of all DC motor 
Input: Nothing
Output: True: Communcation sucess 

False: Communcation Failure 
Inherent Output: glngGratingActual: current Actual grating position (motor steps)

Public Function bRequestAll() As Boolean 
Dim TxString As String 
Dim RxString As String 
Dim RxLen As Integer 
Dim result As Boolean

'constitute the header of communication 
TxString = bRequest + bAllStep + Chr(bCR)
RxLen = 6 + 4 + 4 + 4+  l

#If ComDebug = 0 Then
result = Communication(TxString, RxString, RxLen)

#Else
result = True
RxString = "PDFBPAAAAAAAAAAAAA" + Chr(&HD)

#End If

If result Then
glngGrating Actual = StringToLong(Left(RxString, 6), 6) 
RxString = Right(RxString, 13)

gintEtalonActual = Int(StringToLong(Left(RxString, 4), 4)) 
RxString = Right(RxString, 9)

gintCrystalActual = Int(StringToLong(Left(RxString, 4), 4)) 
RxString = Right(RxString, 5)

gintReserveActual = Int(StringToLong(Left(RxString, 4), 4)) 
RxString = Right(RxString, 1)

End If
bRequestAll = result
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End Function

Fuction: Basic Command Get the grating constant of the system
Input: Nothing
Output: True: Communication Sucess 

False: Communication Failure 
Inherent Output: glngGratingConstant: grating calibration constant

Public Function bRequestGratingConstant() As Boolean 
Dim TxString As String 
Dim RxString As String 
Dim RxLen As Integer 
Dim result As Boolean

'constitute the header of communication
TxString = bRequest + bGratingConstant + Chr(bCR)
RxLen = 6 + 1

#If ComDebug = 0 Then
result = Communication(TxString, RxString, RxLen)

#Else
result = True
RxString = "LBDJCC" + Chr(bCR)

#End If

If result Then
glngGratingConstant = StringToLong(Left(RxString, 6), 6) 

Else
glngGratingConstant = 0 'if error set 0 

End If
bRequestGratingConstant = result 

End Function

Function: Basic Command Check the system status 
Input; Nothing
Output: True : Communication Sucess 

Status :True: Busy 
False: Ready 

False: Comunication Failure

Public Function bRequestStatus(status As Boolean) As Boolean 
Dim TxString As String 
Dim RxString As String
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Dim RxLen As Integer 
Dim result As Boolean

'constitute the header of communication 
TxString = bRequest + bStatus + Chr(bCR)
RxLen =1 + 1

#If ComDebug = 0 Then
result = Communication(TxString, RxString, RxLen) 

#Else
result = True
RxString = "R" + Chr(bCR)

#End If

If result Then
Select Case Left(RxString, 1)

Case "B" 
status = True 

Case "R" 
status = False 

Case Else 
result = False 

End Select 
End If
bRequestStatus = result 

End Function

Function: Basic command to set all position 
Input: grating: Setting Actual grating Position 

etalon: integer (always 0 ) 
crystal: integer (always 0 ) 
reserve: integer (always 0 )

Output: True: Communcation sucess 
False: Communcation Failure

Public Function bSetAll(grating As Long, etalon As Integer, crystal As Integer, reserve 
As Integer) As Boolean 

Dim TxString As String 
Dim RxString As String 
Dim RxLen As Integer 
Dim result As Boolean 
Dim data As Long

'constitute the header of communication
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TxString = bSet + bAllStep + LongToString(grating, 6) 
data = etalon
TxString = TxString + LongToString(data, 4) 
data = crystal
TxString = TxString + LongToString(data, 4) 
data = reserve
TxString = TxString + LongToString(data, 4) + Chr(bCR) 
RxLen = 0

#If ComDebug = 0 Then
result = Communication(TxString, RxString, RxLen) 

#Else
result - True 

#End If

bSetAll = result 
End Function

Function: Change Hex data to ASCII String 
Input: data: data wants to be changed 

length: the length of the data 
Output: ASCII String

Private Function LongToString(data As Long, length As Integer) As String 
Dim work As Long 
Dim wdata As String 
Dim i As Integer

wdata = ""
work = data
For i = 1 To length

wdata = wdata + HexToASCII(work Mod 16) 
work = (work - (work Mod 16)) / 16 

Next
LongTo String = wdata 

End Function

Function: Change ASCII String to Hex data 
Input: str: string wants to be changed 

length: the length of the string 
Output: Long data

Private Function StringToLong(str As String, length As Integer) As Long 
Dim work As String
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Dim data As Long 
Dim i As Integer

data = 0
work = str
For i = 1 To length

data = data * 16 + ASCIIToHex(Right(work, 1)) 
work = Left(work, length - i)

Next
StringToLong = data 

End Function

Function: Change one ASCII char to Hex data (Using special rule) 
Input: data: one ASCII char wants to be changed 
Output: Integer data

Private Function ASCIIToHex(data As String) As Integer 
Select Case data 

Case "A"
ASCIIToHex = 0 

Case "B"
ASCIIToHex = 1 

Case "C"
ASCIIToHex = 2 

Case "D"
ASCIIToHex = 3 

Case "E"
ASCIIToHex = 4 

Case "F"
ASCIIToHex = 5 

Case "G"
ASCIIToHex = 6 

Case "H"
ASCIIToHex = 7 

Case "I"
ASCIIToHex = 8 

Case "J"
ASCIIToHex -  9 

Case "K"
ASCIIToHex = 10 

Case "L"
ASCIIToHex = 11 

Case "M"
ASCIIToHex = 12
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Case "N" 
ASCIIToHex = 13 

Case "O"
ASCIIToHex = 14 

Case "P"
ASCIIToHex = 15 

End Select 
End Function

Function: Change one Hex data to ASCII char (Using special rule) 
Input: data: one Hex data wants to be changed 
Output: String data

Private Function HexToASCII(data As Byte) As String 
Select Case data 

Case 0 
HexTo ASCII = "A"

Case 1 
HexTo ASCII = "B"

Case 2 
HexTo ASCII = "C"

Case 3 
HexTo ASCII = "D"

Case 4
HexToASCII = "E"

Case 5
HexToASCII = "F"

Case 6
HexToASCII = "G"

Case 7 
HexToASCII = "H"

Case 8 
HexToASCII = "I"

Case 9 
HexToASCII = "J"

Case 10 
HexToASCII = "K"

Case 11 
HexToASCII = "L"

Case 12 
HexToASCII = "M"

Case 13
HexToASCII = "N"

Case 14
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HexTo ASCII = "O" 
Case 15

HexToASCII = "P" 
End Select 

End Function

Function: From the theory wavelength to calculate the grating order 
Max step : 1257146
Per motor step(Dt)(nm): 7.18453*10A-4 / m_grate 
Lambda(nm) = (grat * Dt + Lambda0*0.001)/m_grate
The system select the larger grating order if two consecutive grating order are 
both available 

Input: wavelength: theory wavelength 
Output: Integer: grating order

Public Function getGratingOrder(wavelength As Double) As Integer 
Dim lambda As Double 
Dim i As Integer

For i = 8 To 3 Step -1
lambda = (glngGratingConstant * 0.001 + glngMaxSteps * gdblPerStep) / i 
If wavelength < lambda Then 

Exit For 
End If 

Next
getGratingOrder = i 

End Function

Function: calculate the current Actual wavelength
Per motor step(Dt)(nm): 7.18453* 10A-4 / m_grate 
Lambda(nm) = (grat * Dt + Lambda0*0.001 )/m grate 

Input: grating: Actual grating position 
m_grate: grating order 

Output: double: actral wavelength (with 0.1pm resoulution)

Public Function getActualAddr(grating As Long, m_grate As Integer) As Double 
Dim lambda As Double 
Dim value As Long

lambda = (gdblPerStep * grating + glngGratingConstant * 0.001) / m_grate 
value = (lambda) * 10000 
getActualAddr = value / 10000 

End Function

RASMUS0N LIBRARY
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Figure A. 1: The form of frmMain.
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Figure A.2: The form of frmDialog.



Figure A.3: The form of frmAbout.
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Appendix B: Field Tuning Measurements of Laser

Figure B .l shows all the field tuning curves for the Fe layer recorded at PFRR 

during the course of this study.
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Figure B. 1: The field tuning curves of Scanmate laser for the Fe layer at PFRR.
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